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1 INTRODUCTION
Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in cattle, scrapie in sheep and a variant of
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD) in humans are all diseases known as transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs). They are characterized by progressively
degenerative neuro-pathological changes and a long incubation period ranging from
several months to several years, followed by a relatively short clinical course of
neurological signs and death. BSE in cattle was first recognized in the United
Kingdom (UK) in 1986. The epidemiological studies indicated that BSE was spread
around the world as a result of feeding scrapie-infected material to cattle. Prevention
and control of BSE protect not only the animals health but also the consumers.
Currently there is no reliable, sensitive and specific method for detecting the
presence of BSE causative agent in feedstuffs. Therefore, in 1988 an introduction of
the ban on the inclusion of ruminant-derived protein fed to animals intended for
human consumption appeared in the UK. Strict guidelines are recommended for the
treatment of animal materials by heating at 133°C for 20 min at a pressure of 3 bar
after the initial processing at 120°C and removal of fat. To enforce this ban, many
indirect approaches have been developed to detect animal constituents in ruminant
feeds. Microscopic examination of meat and bone meal (MBM) is currently the only
official method approved by the European Union (EU). Special training on description
and characteristics of feed ingredients are the key for rapid identification of animal
components such as bone fragments, muscle fibers, horns, hairs, feathers, fish
bones and scales.
Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) is able to detect species antigens,
but is limited in effectiveness for samples that have been subjected to heat treatment
because of the changes in protein structure. High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) can be used for detection of the dipeptides anserine,
carnosine and balenine which indicate the presence of products of animal origin in
feed samples, irrespective of the temperature treatment. Furthermore, the
quantification of these components and calculation of their appropriate ratios are
expected to allow differentiation between animals, since anserine is present mainly in
poultry while carnosine prevails in beef and pork.  The HPLC method cannot easily
differentiate the MBM of ruminants and pork, or that of different ruminant species.
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)based assays are currently the method of choice
for species identification in food. This technique provides a high level of sensitivity,
allowing a successful amplification of the specific target sequence even in trace
amounts or in very complex pools of genomic sequences. Several PCRbased
assays have been developed; most of them based on detection of speciesspecific
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mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences. Recently, little-developed assays targeted
Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs) specific for the genomes of ruminants.
The research that comprised this study included the development, optimization and
evaluation of PCR-based assays for the detection of bovine and ruminant MBM in
compound animal feed. Special attention is directed to the general influence of heat
treatment during sterilization processes on the detection limit of PCR assays.
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Following the Second World War, an impressive degree of self-sufficiency resulted
from policies of successive European governments to increase domestic food
production in order to reduce the amount of imported food. The increase in output
from the animal products industry was achieved by a combination of breeding and
feeding programs. This improvement produced cows with a genetic capability to give
high milk yield if fed high-protein feeds. Thus, it was usual for farmers to supplement
the forage-based diet with protein concentrates. The protein in these concentrates
might come from animal sources, fish meal or plant sources, mainly in the form of
soybean meal. Although soy-derived protein seems to be a more natural protein
supplement, animal-derived protein was found to be superior in increasing milk
production. In the 1980s, the use of animal meals for feeding of cattle increased
dramatically.
In 1986, the first case of BSE was recognized in the UK. The disease is thought to
have occurred due to feeding of scrapie-infected material to cattle (LAHIFF et al.
2002). Since 1988, a ban on the inclusion of ruminant-derived protein in animal feed
was introduced by the UK, followed by a European ban in 1994. Both aimed to
prevent spread of the disease. Enforcing this ban depends in part on the methods of
analysis used to detect prohibited mammalian proteins in ruminant feed (MYERS et al.
2003).
2.1 ANIMAL MEAL FEEDING AND BSE
2.1.1 Overview of BSE and TSE
BSE, widely referred to as "mad cow disease", is a chronic degenerative disease
affecting the central nervous system of cattle. It is one of the TSEs which include
scrapie in sheep and goats and CJD in human beings. TSEs or prion diseases are
characterized by spongy degeneration of the brain with severe and fatal neurological
symptoms. They affect many species such as mink, North American mule, deer and
elk. It was found that feline species in zoos and household cats contract a
neurological disease that has been linked to BSE. Positive interactions between
prions from cattle, sheep and mice predict their susceptibility to cross-species
transmission of TSEs. Human beings can be affected but may be more resistant than
other known susceptible species (BRUCE 1998).
2.1.1.1 Clinical symptoms of BSE
BSE of cattle has a long incubation period ranging from 4-6 years with no visible
indications (MOMCILOVIC and RASOOLY 2000). After the incubation period, clinical
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symptoms appear such as decreased milk production, loss of body weight,
nervousness, aggression, abnormal posture, and difficulty in rising. The process
usually takes from 2 weeks to 6 months until the animal dies or is destroyed. Most
cases in the UK have occurred in dairy cows between 3 and 6 years of age. Currently
there is no test to detect the disease in living animals. BSE can only be confirmed by
post-mortem microscopic examination of brain tissue which exhibits a spongy
degeneration (LASMÉZAS and WEISS 2001). It was also found that detection of the
BSE infectious agent during the incubation period by immunological methods is
complicated by the lack of reliable, sensitive and relatively rapid bioassays
(PRUSINER 1997).
2.1.1.2 Implications of BSE for human health
Human TSEs occur in sporadic, familial or acquired forms (the most common form is
the sporadic CJD). In these forms, it is not known how the scrapie form of prion
protein (PrPsc) arises in patients; some hypotheses suspect the horizontal
transmission of prions from humans to animals, or spontaneous conversion of the
normal cellular form of prion protein (PrPc) into the pathological isoform (PRUSINER
1997). Mammalians can be affected by the sporadic forms of TSEs with an incidence
of 1/1000 000. Alternatively, human TSEs can be hereditarily linked to a mutation in
the prion protein gene. In March 1996, a new vCJD was reported in the UK in a small
group of people. It was characteristic that all members of this group were much
younger than most individuals with sporadic CJD. In the UK, the National CJD
surveillance unit at the University of Edinburgh has monitored the number of deaths
of definite and probable cases of the vCJD (table 1). Up to 29th October 2004, the
number of cases was 151 (deceased and living) patients (CJD STATISTICS 2004).
Examination of the brains of patients with vCJD and of cattle with BSE suggested
that prions from both sources were similar, which was confirmed by strain typing
studies (BRUCE 1998). The unusual nature of these vCJD cases suggested the
transmission of the BSE causative agent from cattle to humans by the consumption
of brain-contaminated beef products (PRUSINER 1997). The disease in humans has
an incubation period of at least 9 years, followed by a relatively short clinical course
of neurological signs involving a progressive impairment of all aspects of brain
functions, such as ataxia and speech abnormalities (GHANI et al. 1998). Brain
pathology is characterized by extensive prion protein deposition and the presence of
plaques surrounded by vacuoles called florid plaques because of their flower-like
shape (LASMÉZAS and WEISS 2001).
2.1.1.3 The world-wide distribution of BSE and vCJD
From November 1986 to September 2004, most cases of BSE were diagnosed in the
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UK. The epidemic peaked in 1992 at approximately 1000 new cases per week.
Table 1: Reported cases of BSE and deaths from vCJD observed after the
start of the ban on feeding MBM to farm animals (CJD STATISTICS
2004 and OIE WORLD ORGANIZATION for ANIMAL HEALTH 2004).
Year
Reported Cases of BSE vCJD
Deaths
The ban on
feeding MBM
UK Germany EU Outside
EU
UK
1986 446 ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
1988 2514 ----- ----- ----- ----- UK
1989 7228 ----- 15 ----- ----- -----
1990 14407 ----- 17 ----- ----- -----
1991 25359 ----- 31 ----- ----- -----
1992 37280 1* 36 ----- ----- -----
1993 35090 ----- 49 1, Canada* ----- -----
1994 24438 3* 101 ----- ----- EU
1995 14562 ----- 102 ----- 3 -----
1996 8149 ----- 161 ----- 10 -----
1997 4393 2* 158 ----- 10 -----
1998 3235 ----- 252 ----- 18 -----
1999 2301 ----- 336 ----- 15 -----
2000 1443 7 506 ----- 28 -----
2001 1202 125 885 3, Japan 20 -----
2002 1144 106 926 3** 17 -----
2003 612 54 718 6*** 18 -----
2004 242 55 387 5, Japan 7 -----
Total 184045 353 4680 18 146 -----
* Imported case.
** One case in Israel and two cases in Japan.
*** Two cases in Canada and 4 cases in Japan.
Compared to the UK a lower number (4680) of BSE cases has been reported in all
other member states of the EU, combined of them in Ireland, Portugal, France,
Spain, Switzerland, and Italy. Outside the EU, cases in Israel, Japan and Canada
totaled 18. One case was diagnosed in December 2003 in the United States of
America (USA), but confirmed as having been imported from Canada. In humans, the
reported cases of vCJD in the UK included 146 deaths and 5 living patients. The
number had reached 28 cases by the year 2000 and then began to decline to 7
cases by 29th October 2004.
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2.1.2 Properties of BSE agents
The infectious agent of BSE is smaller than most viral particles.
It consists of a hydrophobic protein containing no deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or
ribonucleic acid (RNA) (PRUSINER et al. 1981). The structure of the normal PrPc was
found to have mainly á-helices and be composed of 250 amino acid proteins found in
the cell membrane, especially in those of the brain, the spinal cord and some
lymphatic tissues. Its function is unknown; though a role in synaptic transmission,
oxidative homeostasis or signal transduction at the cell membrane level is suspected.
The PrPsc was found to contain mainly â-pleated sheets. It has the ability to
propagate its abnormal structure by transforming the normal form in the host into the
pathological isoform through a post-translational process through which it acquires
high â-sheet content (LASMÉZAS and WEISS 2001). TSE agents have an
extraordinary resistance to conventional chemical and physical decontamination
methods. They are only partly inactivated by most disinfectants, tissue fixatives or
standard hospital autoclaving conditions (e.g. 121°C for 15 min). They can also
withstand high doses of ionization and ultra-violet irradiation. Some residual activity
of PrPsc has been shown to survive for long periods in the environment
(WHO/CDS/CSR/APH/2000.3).
2.1.3 Role of animal meal in the epidemiology of BSE
2.1.3.1 The use of animal by-products as protein supplement in the feed 
of ruminants
Animal meal is generally defined as any feedstuff material containing animal
constituents. In Germany, SÜLFLOHN (1997) has prepared a list of registered single
feedstuff that includes 40 other animal products in addition to the true animal meal
(blood meal, bone meal, meat meal and MBM). According to the official definition of
this list, animal meal is a product made from defatted body parts of warm-blooded
terrestrial animals. The normal type of animal meal contains at least 55% raw protein
and no more than 11% raw fat in addition to other indicated parameters.
Generally, animal meal is produced by:
· Mincing of carcasses.
· Cooking and sterilization.
· Removal of fat content.
· Drying and grinding of the material into meal.
Ideally, the product should be free of hairs, feathers, hooves, horns, skin, gastro-
intestinal contents and organic solvents. Due to the high nutritive value of processed
animal proteins (PAPs), this product has been used intensively as a protein
supplement for farm animals. Using PAPs in cattle feeding has improved their
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performance and increased their production. In the last two decades (1981-1998),
the production of animal meal in the EU increased to more than three million tons per
year. The history of using PAPs in ruminant feed differs among European countries;
it was particularly common in the UK. Fish meal can replace animal meal in
compound feed for ruminants, but it has been temporarily prohibited as well.
2.1.3.2 Animal meal and the origin of BSE
The study of WILESMITH et al. (1991) concerning the origin of BSE showed that the
changes in the methods of rendering animal meal were the main cause of the
development of the disease in the UK. In the late 1970s, the hydrocarbon-solvent
extraction method used in the processing of animal offal began to be changed due to:
· The high price of the hydrocarbon-solvents and the energy needed for heat
sterilization.
· The risk of fire and explosion entailed in the use of solvents.
· The desire of animal farmers to buy MBM with a higher fat content.
The sterilization temperature was lowered from 130°C to 80°C for 30 min. The
change in the fat extraction method and the lowered temperature of processing
resulted in MBM with a much higher fat content. Animal fat could play an important
role in the spread of BSE only when contaminated with scrapie-infected material
during the processing. The significance of animal fat in BSE transmission could have
been much higher due to the addition of a high amount of fat to compound feed for
ruminants (ZENTEK et al. 2002).
On the other hand, TAYLOR et al. (1997) prepared a mixture of rendered bone and
intestines from pigs. This rendered material was mixed with animal meal containing
scrapie-infected sheep brains. Suspensions of the animal meal and fat samples were
assayed in mice for scrapie infectivity. It was found that the fat samples had no
detectable infectivity, but animal meal samples were positive, except for those
produced by rendering under high pressure steam.
The basic prerequisite for the spread of BSE was the input of PrPsc in feed. A high
prevalence of scrapie among sheep is known to exist in the UK. Consequently the
BSE epidemic is a result of both the high concentration of PrPsc in the raw material of
MBM and the lowered efficiency of its treatment. The scrapie agent from sheep failed
to be inactivated during the processing of carcasses under these new adopted
rendering parameters in the UK. Feeding these contaminated materials to cattle
spread the pathogen of BSE through recycling of the scrapie agent in animal meal.
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2.1.3.3 Feed-borne infection for ruminants and non-ruminants
BSE is not a contagious disease. There is no evidence that BSE spreads through
direct contact from animal to animal. The only route by which domestic animals
become infected is through consumption of accidental MBM-contaminated feed after
recycling of infectivity through carcass rendering. The infectious agent can pass
through the intestine to the organs of the lymphoreticular system such as spleen and
lymph nodes. There, it replicates and propagates itself to the spinal cord and brain
via the peripheral nervous system. Epidemiological studies over the past three
decades have failed to find evidence of transmission of sheep prions to humans.
Strain typing in mice revealed a similar strain of the agent for vCJD in humans and
BSE in cattle. The disease can be acquired by a number of other animal species.
Brain extracts from BSE-infected cattle cause disease in cattle, sheep, mice, pigs
and mink after intra-cerebral inoculation. The transmission of prions from one species
to another is accompanied by prolongation of the incubation period due to what is
known as species barrier, which depends upon:
· The strain of infectious PrP.
· Difference between prion donor and prion recipient in PrP sequence.
· Species specificity of the protein that binds to the normal PrP and facilitates
formation of PrPsc.
This barrier differs from species to species, resulting in variation in the length of the
incubation period (PRUSINER 1997).
2.1.3.4 Measurements taken to control the spread of BSE
Since 18th July 1988, feeding animal meal to ruminants is prohibited in the UK. The
use of bovine specific risk material in the food chain is considered a potential risk to
humans; therefore, it is also prohibited. In 1993, the agricultural officials in the UK
took a series of measures to eradicate BSE:
· Making BSE a notifiable disease.
· Prohibiting the inclusion of mammalian MBM in feed for all food-producing
animals.
· Prohibiting the inclusion of by-products of animals more than 30 months of
age in the animal and human food chains.
· Destroying all animals showing signs of BSE.
Since August 1994, the EU banned the incorporation of protein derived from
mammalian tissue in ruminant feed; however, the measurements taken and the
extent of enforcement varied from country to country (EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DECISION 94/381/EC). As of 1st April 1997, mammalian by-products must be heated
under pressure when being processed into MBM. Pressure-cooking involves a wet
sterilization at ≥ 133°C, for ≥ 20 min and at pressure of ≥ 3 bar, with a maximum
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particle size of 50 mm (EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISION 96/449/EC of 18 July 1996,
amended by EUROPEAN COUNCIL DECISION 99/534/EC of 19 July 1999). Heat
treatment is necessary to inactivate the BSE agents in animal waste materials and/or
reduce their pathological effect. The appropriate sterilization of animal waste is an
important prerequisite for the use of animal meal as an ingredient in mixed feed for
non-ruminants (VON HOLST et al. 2000).
In 1999 the EU lifted the ban on meat that fulfils specific requirements; for example,
de-boned beef of animals from farms where there were no cases of BSE and where
the animals were less than 30 months of age at slaughter. The removal of specified
risk material (brain, spinal cord, eyes, spleen, intestine, liver, lungs, pancreas, and
thymus) from the food chain is required by the EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISSION
2000/418/EC. Since the end of 2000, the EUROPEAN COUNCIL DECISION
2000/766/EC, amended by the EUROPEAN REGULATION 2002/248/EC extended the
feed ban to prohibit feeding processed proteins derived from mammals, birds and
fish to farm animals which are kept, fattened or bred for the production of food,
because of the continued risk of the contamination of feedstuffs. Animal feed
contamination with MBM is one of the main problems for feed producing industries,
especially cross-contamination from the time when MBM application was allowed for
non-ruminant feed. Therefore, it became necessary to install a control program to
monitor this processing problem (BELLAGAMBA et al. 2001).
In Germany, since 1st December 2000, it is prohibited to feed farm animals intended
for food production any protein or fat produced from warm blooded terrestrial animals
or from fish. Milk and milk products, gelatin from non-ruminants, dicalcium phosphate
as well as protein products and fat from fish used for fish nutrition have been
excluded from this ban. Using animal fat in milk replacer for feeding calves is also
prohibited. Since 12th April 2001, feeding of protein-containing products and fats
derived from fish tissues have been permitted, except to ruminants.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA has banned the use of proteins
derived from ruminant tissues. Furthermore, it is prohibited to import cattle from
countries where the disease is epidemic.
Currently, there is a temporary ban on the incorporation of animal meal in feed for all
animals intended for human consumption within the EU (EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DECISION 2001/25/EC). The scientific committee issued an opinion on 17th
September 1999 on the risks arising from recycling animal by-products with regard to
spreading TSE in non-ruminant farm animals. Therefore, the EUROPEAN REGULATION
2002/1774/EC prohibits the feeding of any processed protein derived from animals of
the same species (intra-species recycling ban of animal by-products) which has been
applied since 1st May 2003 in all member states.
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2.2 ANALYTICAL PRINCIPLES      
2.2.1 Control of the sterilization process
Measuring and recording the temperature and pressure during the sterilization
process are obligatory in the EU, but examination of the product itself has not yet
been included in the routine surveillance of sterilization efficiency (BJÖRKLUND et al.
2001).
2.2.1.1 Efficiency of physical sterilization control
In rendering plants in Germany (Tierkörperbeseitigungsanstalten, TBA), the
REGULATION 90/667/EWG and EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISION 96/449/EC stated
that the animal carcass should be subjected to indirect heat treatment until the decay
of soft tissues, afterwards treated at 133°C for 20 min under a pressure of 3 bar. The
processing parameters (Temperature, pressure and duration) must be measured and
recorded continuously with reliable instruments. The expression temperature in
TBA regulation has been replaced by core temperature in which the animal product
reaches the required temperature in its total substance. Usually, the temperature is
measured by instruments placed on the edge of the sterilizer and the data are
reported as diagrams. The efficiency of the heating process cannot be determined
precisely through these recorded data. The measuring of the real core temperature
inside the sterilizer in practice is nearly impossible. For universal heating efficiency, it
is essential that the content should be kept in permanent motion by a stirring
apparatus. HOFMANN (1996) tested a number of commercial MBM samples for the
efficiency of their heat treatment by using ELISA test. The results revealed that some
of the MBM samples reacted considerably stronger than reference samples which
were treated in the laboratory according to the EU legislation. This indicated that not
all MBM products had really been subjected to appropriate heat treatment, although
the physical control did not indicate any failure. Re-heating of the positively reacting
MBM samples to 133°C for 20 min led to a strong decrease in the original ELISA-test
values, thus confirming the inefficiency of the initial heating.
2.2.1.2 ELISA for determination of proper sterilization conditions of MBM
The ELISA is an important protein dependent analytical method used for the
detection of animal proteins. It is a sensitive laboratory test able to detect the
presence of antigens or antibodies of interest in a wide variety of biological samples.
For the detection of antigens, monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies are used.
Polyclonal antibodies can be used to detect heat resistant muscle glycoprotein, but
potential problems are associated with the heterogeneous nature of antisera.
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Monoclonal antibody-based ELISAs are of value due to their homogenous nature and
biologically well-defined characteristics. They could reduce the costs of analysis and
provide a standardized assay for the increased demand for homogenous sensitivity
and specificity. Although several monoclonal antibodies specific for muscle proteins
have been applied for the identification of raw meat (ROSARIO et al. 1989), only a few
have been developed for the detection of heat processed meat (FUR-CHI CHEN et al.
1998). As a pre-requisite for a renewed approval of the use of MBM as a feed
component, there is a need for public and private inspection of the effectiveness of
sterilization of animal meal in feeds to control the spread of BSE. Also, the analytical
proof of the presence of MBM in mixed feeds has a particular significance for the
enforcement of their prohibition.
Generally, heat treatment has four effects on protein structure (MOMCILOVIC and
RASOOLY 2000):
· Covalent bonds between amino acids are broken, produced shorter
polypeptides and protein fragments of different chain length.
· Proteins are denatured by the opening of hydrogen bonds and the destruction
of other interactions between protein folds.
· Thiol (-SH) groups are oxidized; forming disulfide (S-S) bonds between
polypeptides.
· Proteins may form complexes with carbohydrates as a result of Maillard
reaction.
Any analytical method used to detect heat-treated proteins in animal feedstuffs
should take these changes into consideration (HOFMANN 1996).
Beef, pork and poultry meat reactions are negative to moderately positive in species-
specific ELISAs after being heated to 133°C. Only mutton gives a strong positive
reaction even after a regular heating up to 133°C. Therefore, the ELISA test for
mutton is unsuitable. The ELISA of pork showed a great drop in extinction when the
heat treatment was applied at 133°C. Thus, ELISA of pork can be used successfully
for the detection of insufficient heat-treated MBM (HOFMANN 1996 and VON HOLST et
al. 2000).
Former results of HOFMANN (1996) with an ELISA method developed for the
identification of beef revealed that the test was less sensitive to different sterilization
temperatures. It was found that an improved extraction procedure is necessary to
achieve a more concentrated solution of the specific proteins that interact with ELISA
antibodies. A study carried out by PALLARONI et al. (2001) improved the extraction
procedures of HOFMANN et al. (1995) for the detection of heat-treated beef. In this
study, two commercially available test kits were used (Cooked Meat Species
Identification Kit, Beef and Pork, Tepnel Biosystemy Ltd., Flintshire, UK). The results
showed that swelling samples in water and then boiling them in physiological saline
solution increased the sensitivity of the test. The authors concluded that the beef kit
can be used as a complementary ELISA test when a 10% pork content cannot be
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proven to be present. The test for beef requires the animal meal to contain 20% or
more bovine meat. Therefore, the application of the two test kits of beef and pork
results in improved control of the post-process rendered material.
Von HOLST et al. (2001) examined commercial MBM samples containing 50% pork. A
commercial ELISA test kit for pork (Cooked Meat Species Identification Kit, Cortecs
Diagnostics Ltd., Flintshire, UK) was used. The aim of the study was to set a limit for
ELISA results (R-value) for MBM. The analysis revealed that a positive response was
achieved for animal waste treated at 120°C. However, the extinction significantly
decreased when the sterilization reached a temperature of 133°C. The authors
indicated that an R-value of <2 indicates efficient sterilization conditions according to
the EUROPEAN COUNCIL DECISION 99/534/EC. By using this test kit, the wet sterilized
MBM was distinguishable from that processed under dry sterilization.
A validation study reported by VON HOLST et al. (2000) was carried out by 21
laboratories from 12 European countries to evaluate the commercial ELISA test kit
for pork (Cooked Meat Species Identification Kit, Cortecs Diagnostics Ltd., Flintshire,
UK) for determination of the appropriate heat treatment of animal waste. The
samples were treated as follows:
· Animal meal-I (AM-I): at 133°C and 3 bar pressure for 20 min, wet sterilization.
· AM-II: at 128°C and 2.6 bar pressure for 20 min, wet sterilization.
· AM-III:  < 128°C and < 2.6 bar pressure for 20 min, wet sterilization.
· MBM (material prior to the subsequent sterilization) heated at 90-140°C for
105 min dry sterilization, then at >133 °C for 20 min, without overpressure.
The statistical analysis of the results revealed that the R-values for animal meals M-I,
M-II, M-III and MBM were 1.1, 1.83, 2.2 and 13.0, respectively. It was concluded that
the sensitivity of the method is sufficient to detect any deviation of the heat treatment
of porcine material from the target sterilization conditions. Consequently, the test is
currently applied in routine analysis by laboratories responsible for the control of
rendering plants in Germany. The applicability of the ELISA test kit generally requires
pork content of at least 10% in the raw material. Below this level, the test cant detect
MBM, especially when processed according to the European standard (BJÖRKLUND
et al. 2001). Therefore, it was important to add tests developed specifically for the
detection of beef.
2.2.2 Control of inclusion of MBM in animals feedstuffs
Microscopy, PCR and ELISA are considered to be the most important methods used
for the detection of animal meal in feedstuffs.
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2.2.2.1 Microscopic examination of feedstuffs
Bone tissue is commonly present in meals of animal origin. Microscopic examination
of feed for the presence of MBM is currently the only official method accepted by the
EU. The method depends mainly on the characteristic features of bone fragments
present in animal meals. For detection of MBM, the EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DECISION 98/88/EC of 13th November (1998) established the guidelines for
microscopic identification and estimation of processed animal protein for the official
control of feedstuffs. The EUROPEAN COMMISSION DIRECTIVE 2003/126/EC
introduced specifications for conditions of microscopic detection, identification or
estimation of constituents of animal origin such as bone fragments, starch grains,
muscle fibers, hairs and other keratin structures in feedstuffs by using specific
clarifying chemical substances. Presence of MBM in feedstuffs can be detected
microscopically after sedimentation analysis. The ground sample is first mixed with
tetrachloroethylene, which separates particles by their density.  For example, bone
fragments or minerals form sediment and can be separated from the suspended
plant fragments. Afterwards, bone fragments can be stained and detected
microscopically.
A semi-quantitative estimation of the MBM content is possible by calculating the ratio
of bone to non-bone fragments.
A number of ring trials were performed by several European laboratories to evaluate
the microscopic method in the detection of trace contamination of MBM in compound
feeds for ruminants. In the ring test reported by MARTILLOTI et al. (1998), MBM was
obtained from a rendering plant and added to the compound feed in different levels.
The results showed that all laboratories were able to detect MBM in a wide range of
concentrations, including trace amounts of 0.1%.
Nineteen laboratories participated in the ring study carried out in 1997 and 1998 as
reported by ENGLING et al. (2000). The samples consisted of three batches of
feedstuffs each contaminated with a mixed species MBM at levels of 0.0%, 0.02%,
0.1%, 0.5%, and 3.0%. The results showed that the microscopic detection of animal
tissue is effective. No false positives and only one false negative was found at the
level of 0.02% MBM.
A further ring trial was reported by VAN RAAMSDONK and VAN DER VOET (2003). The
test trial was performed by nine laboratories from eight European countries to check
the ability of the microscopic method to identify PAPs and to distinguish between
materials of terrestrial animals and fish. The comparison was based on a set of
typical ruminant feedstuffs composed of corn, wheat, rape, soybean, and a premix
containing minerals. The feed samples were contaminated with 0.1% of two types of
MBM prepared mainly from ruminant and pig material with trace amounts of poultry
waste. The first type contained 54% bone fractions while the second contained 13%.
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Two different fish meal samples were included in the test. One contained herring by-
products and the second consisted of a mixture of different fish species. Fish meal
was added at a concentration of 5% to the ruminant food. The results showed in
most cases that the presence of animal tissues was properly detected at a level of
0.1%, even in the case in which the MBM contained only 13% bone fractions.
2.2.2.2 ELISA for detection of MBM in compound feedstuffs
For identification of species-specific animal proteins in food, a double sandwich
ELISA is commonly used. This type of ELISA is valuable when the concentration of
antigens is low and/or target proteins are present against a high background of other
contaminating proteins. ELISA tests for the detection of ruminant and porcine
rendered material in compound animal feedstuffs (CAFs) may be hindered by a loss
of positive signal for antigens due to the presence of fats and oils. Conversely, some
CAFs containing no ruminant or porcine proteins react positively for the test. This
matrix effect was not observed when rendered animal material was analyzed alone
(ANSFIELD et al. 2000).
It is necessary to improve both the sensitivity and specificity of the original ruminant
and porcine ELISA by optimizing the sample preparation. Fats and oils can be
eliminated by heat treatment. ANSFIELD et al. (2000) found that a two-step
precipitation of soluble proteins by using ammonium sulphate solution had improved
the ELISA test for the meat of bovine, ovine and porcine origin. Ammonium sulphate
concentrates proteins and removes gelatins which may interfere with the assay.
Maximal absorbance readings were given at 45% (w/v) ammonium sulphate
concentration for the primary precipitation and 75% (w/v) for the secondary
precipitation. In comparison with a previous method (ANSFIELD 1994), the application
of these precipitation procedures increased the optical density of samples by
22.48%, 36.08% and 33.99% for bovine, ovine and porcine material, respectively.
2.2.2.3 PCR
PCR is based on the in vitro amplification of specific DNA sequences by
simultaneous primer extension of the complementary DNA strands. The method was
devised by MULLIS et al. (1987). Although the principle had been described in detail
over a decade earlier by KLEPPE et al. (1971) and PANET et al. (1974), the use of
PCR was limited until heatstable DNA polymerase became widely available (CHIEN
et al. 1976). PCR has revolutionized the detection of DNA and RNA, because as little
as a single copy of a particular sequence can be specifically amplified and detected.
DNA analysis is a common method for identifying biological materials. In eukaryotic
cells, DNA is found in the nucleus (genomic DNA) and in mitochondria (mtDNA).
DNA-based identification methods have an advantage over protein-based methods in
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the high degree of specificity and the reliable performance with highly degraded
samples (COLGAN et al. 2001). PCR is considered as the method of choice for
species identification and the detection of MBM in ruminant feedstuffs, especially for
critical samples in which most of the DNA has been degraded (KRÈMÁØ and
RENÈOVÁ 2001). An optimized PCR assay can successfully amplify the specific
target sequences even in a very compound pool of DNA sequences (TARTAGLIA et al.
1998). With respect to the detection of DNA from MBM in feedstuffs, the main
problems are the design of the PCR protocol, as well as the isolation of
representative traces of animal-derived DNA from a surplus of plant DNA.
2.2.2. 3.1 Principle of PCR
PCR is a technique based on the amplification of a target sequence on DNA strands
by using a specific primer pair. The strands of the targeted DNA are separated by
thermal denaturation and then cooled, allowing primers to anneal specifically to the
target region on a sense and an antisense strand of DNA, respectively. Thermo-
stable DNA polymerase then extends the primers in the presence of four
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) and a suitable buffer. Detection and
analysis of the reaction products are conventionally carried out by gel
electrophoresis, in which the reaction mixtures are loaded on agarose gel of 2-3%.
The formation of PCR products, i.e. positive results, can then be shown by staining
the agarose-gel with ethidium bromide and visualizing it in ultra violet (UV)-light
(WALKER and KINGOLD 1993).
2.2.2. 3.2 Features of real-time PCR
Real-time PCR is based on the detection and quantification of a fluorescent reporter.
The fluorescent signal increases in direct proportion to the amount of PCR product in
the reaction. Compared to conventional PCR-based formats, real-time PCR has
many advantages:
· It is performed using closed systems. Therefore, the risk of potential
contamination is low.
· The analytical turn round time (TAT) is very short and the assay capabilities
are greater for the real-time instruments.
· Quantitative, qualitative, and multiplex assays can be performed with the
same instrument.
· The quantification range for real-time PCR method is significantly greater (5-6
logs) than for conventional PCR methods (2-3 logs).
· No post-PCR procedures are required, making the method suitable for
automated high-throughput analysis.
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Detection of PCR products is performed by using two different methods: fluorescent
probes (for instance TaqManTM probes) or DNA-binding fluorescent dyes such as
SYBR Green ITM.
SYBR Green ITM is a double stranded DNA-binding dye. It is bound to the minor
grooves of DNA, leading to a more than 100-fold increase in the fluorescence. The
major problem with SYBR Green-based detection assays is the co-detection of non-
specific amplification products (e.g., primer dimer). Careful optimization of the PCR
reaction and hot start techniques can be helpful in reducing this limitation.
Additionally, the specificity of an assay has to be ensuring by a melting curve
analysis (RIRIE et al. 1997). Determination of the melting point of the product in
accordance with the positive control causes the fluorescence of primer dimers to be
below the melting temperature of the product (RASMUSSEN et al. 1998).
TaqManTM probes are oligonucleotides that usually consist of 20 to 30 bases
combined with a reporter and a quencher dye. As a fluorescent reporter dye at the 5`
-position usually FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein) or HEX (hexachloro-6-
carboxyfluorescein) are used. The most common quencher is TAMRA
(tetramethylrhodamine) coupled to the 3` base. As long as the TaqMan probe is
intact, the proximity of the quencher reduces the fluorescence emitted by the reporter
dye due to what is called Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). When
DNA polymerase replicates a template on which a TaqMan probe is bound, its 5`
exonuclease activity cleaves the probe from the template by hydrolysis. The following
separation of reporter and quencher interrupts FRET and enables the reporter dye to
emit fluorescent light. The increase of fluorescence in each cycle is proportional to
the rate of probe cleavage and the amount of PCR products. The optical signal is
then detected by monitoring, using special real-time PCR equipment (HOLLAND et al.
1991 and HEID et al. 1996).
2.2.2.  3.3 Principles and protocols for DNA isolation from feedstuffs and
purification
Several methods have been developed for DNA isolation and purification to improve
PCR applicability. Generally, these methods depend mainly upon the kind of sample
and the aim of the PCR assay. The procedures include the collection of DNA-
containing matrix; the separation of other components such as protein,
carbohydrates and fat; and finally the elution of DNA.
The method described by BOOM et al. (1990) was at first used to isolate DNA from
feedstuffs. It was based on the DNA-binding property of silica particles in the
presence of guanidine thiocyanate (GuSCN). The latter was preferred to other
chaotropic agents because of its nuclease-inactivating property. The sample was
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incubated overnight in an extraction buffer containing GuSCN, Tris-HCl, EDTA and
Triton X-100. After centrifugation, the supernatant was added to a silica suspension,
then incubated at room temperature and centrifuged. Silica pellets were washed
twice with a washing buffer (GuSCN and Tris-HCl), twice with ethanol and once with
acetone. DNA was eluted in a hot Tris-EDTA buffer. TARTAGLIA et al. (1998)
observed that any minimal amount of silica particles is able to inhibit PCR. Therefore,
the authors tried to improve this method by adding a second centrifugation of the
eluted sample to remove any traces of silica particles.
In the validation study reported by VON HOLST and ANKLAM (1999), it was concluded
that the clean-up of DNA using silica could be considered the most critical step in the
whole procedure. BOOM et al. (1999) found that DNA yield from certain samples was
increased and its quality was improved by the addition of á-casein to the above
mentioned lysis buffer.
An evaluation study was carried out by LAHIFF et al. (2001). Prior to DNA extraction,
the MBM sample was incubated in a lysis buffer containing á-casein. After
centrifugation, part of the aliquot was used for DNA isolation with the QIAamp blood
extraction kit (purchased from QIAGEN, Los Angeles, CA, USA), while the other part
was used for DNA extraction, as explained by BOOM et al. (1999). Although á-casein
was found to increase the yield of extracted nucleic acids, the QIAamp blood
extraction kit yielded higher concentrations of DNA and produced more sensitively
amplified products.
A simple lysis approach was developed by COLGAN et al. (2001) to improve the yield
of DNA. The MBM samples were incubated in a lysis buffer containing Tris, EDTA,
TritonX-100, and proteinase-K, followed by the addition of sodium acetate. A
precipitation of proteins was carried out using phenol/chloroform 1:1. DNA was then
precipitated from the aqueous supernatant by the addition of an equal volume of
100% ethanol.  The results showed a higher performance (72.5%) of PCR
amplification of DNA extracted by the simplified lysis method compared to that of
DNA extracted by the QIAamp blood Kit (60%).
Alternative procedures use cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), a cationic
detergent. In highly ionic solutions (NaCl >0.7 M), CTAB forms complexes with
proteins and most of the acidic polysaccharides which remain in solution. Removal of
CTAB/polysaccharide/protein complexes is carried out by sequential extraction with
chloroform and phenol. The genomic DNA is extracted from the supernatant by the
precipitation with isopropanol or ethanol (SAMBROOK et al. 1989, JONES and WALKER
1963 and WILSON 1987). Therefore, CTAB is particularly useful for the purification of
DNAs from organisms that produce large quantities of polysaccharides, e.g., plants
(MURRAY and THOMPSON 1980). CTAB also has the property of enhancing the rate of
renaturation of complementary DNA strands and stabilizes the double-stranded DNA
helix once formed (PONTIUS and BERG 1991).
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When DNA is extracted for PCR, it is important to evaluate the method of extraction.
Samples can be quantitatively assayed by spectrophotometry at 260 nm, or can be
evaluated qualitatively by running on a 0.7-1% agarose gel electrophoresis. With
respect to heat-treated materials, gel electrophoresis visualizes whether
macromolecular DNA has been degraded into low molecular fragments.
2.2.2 3.4 Species identification using different target sequences
a) Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
A wide variety of DNA target sequences are used for eukaryotic species
differentiation using PCR assays. Currently PCR analysis of species-specific mtDNA
sequences is the most common method used for the identification of meat species in
food (WALKER et al. 2003). Several PCR assays have been developed to amplify
mtDNA fragments of different lengths (summarized in table 2).
Table 2: Previously developed bovine mtDNA-based PCR assays
Product
length (bp)
Detection method Reference(s)
271 PCR, electrophoresis
COLGAN et al. (2000), KRÈMÁØ
& RENÈOVÁ (2001), LAHIFF et al.
(2001), MYERS et al. (2001) and
(2003), TARTAGLIA et al. (1998)
and WANG et al. (2000)
274 PCR, electrophoresis KINGOMBE et al. (2001) and
MATSUNAGA et al. (1999)
271 Real-time PCR, TaqMan probe LAHIFF et al. (2002)
271, 240, 147 PCR, electrophoresis FREZZA et al. (2003)
126 PCR, electrophoresis KUSAMA et al. (2004)
231 PCR, electrophoresis BELLAGAMBA et al. (2003)
The first method for the identification of bovine-derived material in feedstuffs was
published by TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) using bovine mtDNA as the target.
Mitochondrial sequences are chosen because:
· They exist in multiple copies in each cell.
· Differences in the gene sequences of animals and plants enable species-
specific assays.
The primer pair amplified a 271-bp bovine mitochondrial fragment, encoding for the
ATPase subunit 8 (ATPase 8) and the amino portion of the ATPase subunit 6
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(ATPase 6), which exhibit a relatively high degree of variation among vertebrates and
are not found in plants. The samples were classified as reference feedstuffs free of
MBM and others containing 2.0%, 1.0%, 0.5%, 0.25%, or 0.125% commercially
produced MBM. The bovine-derived MBM was made up of 70% bovine, 20% porcine
and 10% poultry materials with trace amounts of sheep-, rabbit- and fish-derived
tissues. Pure bovine-derived MBM and fish meal samples were also included in the
study as positive and negative controls, respectively. The protocol was able to detect
as little as 0.125% bovine DNA in feedstuffs. The specificity of the assay for bovine
DNA was confirmed by sequencing and enzymatic endonuclease digestion analysis
of PCR products.
VON HOLST and ANKLAM (1999) reported a validation study that was carried out by 24
laboratories from 11 European countries. The aim was to evaluate the method of
TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) for the detection of animal meal in CAFs. The latter were
composed of typical ingredients of plant origin (corn gluten, waste of beer production,
citrus pulp, barley, soybean meal, and raps meal). MBM samples were mixed in
levels of 0%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% in CAFs. The results obtained from 13
laboratories showed a high number of both false positives and false negatives. Some
of the participating laboratories tried to solve the problems of DNA extraction or to
improve the sensitivity of the detection by increasing the number of PCR cycles. But
increased PCR cycles indicated low sensitivity of the assay. Also, the incidence of
false-positive results grew.  The authors concluded that the method of TARTAGLIA et
al. (1998) is unsuitable for the detection of MBM in CAFs.
Several PCR approaches tried to improve the method of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) for
application in routine analysis of MBM in feedstuffs. The evaluation study of LAHIFF et
al. (2001) was carried out to detect the presence of bovine DNA in a mixture of other
animal species. The study included species-specific PCR assays for the identification
of ovine, porcine and poultry species in MBM. Three types of samples were used in
this study:
· MBM-1, composed of bovine laboratory scale rendered (LSR) material
produced according to COLGAN et al. (2000); the animal waste was cooked in
its own fat for 2 h at 100°C. After the removal of fat, the MBM was sterilized by
holding at 133°C for 20 min and at 3 bar pressure.
· MBM-2 was rendered as MBM-1 but in vegetable oil.
· Industrial MBM samples supplied by Irish rendering plants.
The results showed that bovine specific primers amplified a 271-bp amplicon with
detection limit of 1% MBM in mixed species. The porcine and ovine specific primers
produced 212- and 225-bp fragments with detection limits of 1% and 5%,
respectively. The poultry-specific primer set amplified a 266-bp fragment, but the
detection limit was not determined, as the authors were unable to obtain 100%
poultry LSR or MBM at the time of study.
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LAHIFF et al. (2002) developed and evaluated an oligonucleotide TaqMan probe
(BOV1) for the primers of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) in a real-time PCR assay. LSR and
industrial MBM samples were used as test materials. The industrial MBM samples
contained mainly bovine material in addition to a mixture of ovine, porcine and trace
amounts of poultry. The oligonucleotide probe was found to hybridize specifically to
the bovine PCR amplicons. A detection limit of 0.001% bovine DNA extracted from
the LSR sample containing 1% raw bovine material in a mixture of other species was
obtained by using the probe in the real-time PCR assay. The assay was applied to
six industrial MBM samples that had previously tested positive with a conventional
PCR and was able to detect bovine DNA from four samples. The authors
recommended that the future studies should be directed toward the evaluation of the
effects of different rendering treatments on the DNA degradation and their effect on
the sensitivity and reliability of the real-time PCR applied for the detection of MBM in
ruminant feed.
COLGAN et al. (2001) evaluated four species-specific PCR assays for the
identification of bovine, ovine, porcine, and poultry DNA in a mixture of animal
species. The primers of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) were included in the study to be
evaluated. Industrial MBM and LSR samples were used in this study. To determine
the detection limit for the species-specific primers, PCR amplification was carried out
on LSR samples containing 100%, 16.6%, 10%, 6.6%, 3.3%, 1%, 0.6%, and 0.3% of
the species tested with the remaining percent of the MBM being composed of a
species not tested. Each primer set amplified PCR products only from the DNA
extracted from the species for which it was designed. A detection limit of 0.3% was
determined for both bovine and ovine specific primers. The porcine specific primers
were able to detect 1% of the specific material.
KRÈMÁØ and RENÈOVÁ (2001) evaluated the method of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) for
the identification of bovine mtDNA in fish meal and a series of model grain
concentrates intended for cattle feeding. The bovine MBM was mixed as 2%, 1%,
0.5%, 0.25%, and 0.125 % in the grain concentrate. About 44 fish meal samples and
30 samples of grain concentrate were tested for the presence of bovine MBM. The
results showed that the assay was able to detect 0.125% of bovine MBM, similar to
data published by TARTAGLIA et al. 1998. All samples from fish meal and from meat
of species other than bovine were negative. Bovine DNA was detected in 3 samples
of the grain concentrates for a very low concentration (<0.5%), giving rise to the
suspicion of a cross contamination during feed manufacturing.
MYERS et al (2001) reported an evaluative study of four laboratories to validate the
PCR method of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) for bovine DNA isolation and detection in
CAFs containing corn, oats, soybean, dicalcium phosphate, premix, soy oil, dried
molasses, and sodium chloride. Bovine MBM (provided by the Excel Corp.) was
mixed with the compound feed in levels of 0.125% and 2.0%. Results of all
laboratories for 90 samples revealed that the primers were able to detect MBM at
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levels of 0.125% and 2.0% in the compound feed mixture. The rate of false-negative
results for all levels was 1.25% (3/240) and the rate of false-positive results was
0.83% (1/120). MYERS et al (2003) developed a universal primer set to amplify
mtDNA segments of cattle, sheep, goats, deer, and elk (whose rendered remains
prohibited by FDA from being fed to ruminants) and also DNA derived from the
rendered remains of pigs and horses (which are exempt from the USA feed ban).
The bovine-specific primers of TARTAGLIA et al. (1998) and porcine-specific primers
of LAHIFF et al. (2001) were included in the study. The tested samples were CAFs
and dry dog food labeled as containing fish, lamb, turkey or chicken. Bovine MBM
provided by the Excel Corp. was mixed in feed mixture in a level of 2%. Results
showed that the universal primers amplified the mtDNA segments of cattle, sheep,
goats, deer, pigs, horses and elk. Therefore, a further procedure (specific restriction
endonuleases) was needed to discriminate between species. The universal primers
produced an amplicon for the dog food containing lamb meal. The bovine- and
porcine-specific primers were able to detect the presence of the specific DNA in
compliance with the universal primers to differentiate between prohibited and
approved animal waste.
The mitochondrial subunit ATPase 8 was used as a target sequence by KUSAMA et
al. (2004) to identify nonhuman mammals as a group and to detect mtDNA of
ruminants, cattle, sheep, and goats in ruminant feed by using newly designed five
primer pairs. Commercial MBM samples (acquired from Australia and Japan) were
mixed with a reference feed of plant origin in levels of 10%, 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01%.
The first primer set amplified a 176-bp fragment from mammals (cattle, sheep, goats,
deer, pigs, horses, rabbits, and whale) with a detection limit of 0.01% MBM, while
ruminant- specific primers amplified a 104 bp fragment with a detection limit of 0.1%.
The cattle-specific primers produced amplicons of 126 bp with a detection limit of
0.01% MBM. The primers specific for sheep and goats were found to amplify PCR
fragments of 117 bp and 150 bp, respectively.
A methodological approach developed by BELLAGAMBA et al. (2001) was successfully
carried out for the identification of animal products, discrimination between
mammalian and non-mammalian species and identification of different species in
feedstuffs. Cytochrome-b mtDNA was targeted by universal primers amplifying a
359-bp segment to identify species in meat meal and animal feeds. Reference
feedstuffs were supplemented with poultry meal or industrial meat meal at levels of
0.5% or 1.0%. Species differentiation was determined by digestion of the obtained
products with restriction enzymes and confirmed with sequencing analysis.
Electrophoretic analysis of TaqI endonuclease digested products showed the
expected species fragments for buffalo (168-191 bp), goats (139-220 bp) and pigs
(141-218 bp). Differentiation between pigs and ruminants was achieved by BsaJI
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digestion of PCR products. Further discrimination between ruminant species was
obtained by BstUI, which identify goats DNA and BstNI for cattle identification.
BELLAGAMBA et al. (2003) developed and evaluated a PCR method based on a DNA
sequence variation of a 12S ribosomal RNA gene from a mitochondrial genome.
Three species-specific primer pairs were designed for the identification of ruminant,
pigs and poultry DNA in fish meal. Meat samples from the given species were
sterilized at 130°C for 40 min at a pressure of 2 bar and mixed with fish meal in the
concentrations of 1%, 0.5%, 0.25%, and 0.125%. Commercial MBM samples were
also mixed with fish meal as described above. The ruminant-specific primers were
found to amplify a 231-bp fragment, while porcine- and poultry-specific primers
produced 168- and 256-bp segments, respectively. The detection limit was 0.125%
for beef and sheep MBM in fish meal, while a very weak signal appeared with 0.25%
and 0.125% goats MBM in fish meal due to the mismatches in the complementary
DNA region. Porcine-specific primers amplified pigs DNA from fish meal spiked with
0.125% porcine material. Similarly a detection limit of 0.125% was obtained with
poultry-specific primers used for the identification of DNA from chicken-contaminated
fish meal.
b) Genomic DNA
Detection of nuclear DNA sequences was found to be limited because of their low
copy number in the cell (MEYER et al. 1994). On the other hand, such assays for
single copy DNA (per cell) offer the opportunity for quantitative PCR detection of
species-specific material (LAUBE et al. 2001). In contrast to single copy assays,
recent PCR-based methods have been developed for the detection of multicopy
nuclear DNA sequences, such as repetitive elements and satellite DNA. The
advantage of targeting large numbers of copies in the genomic DNA is to permit a
successful and sensitive detection of the specific target sequences (WALKER et al.
2003). For both single copy and multi copy genomic targets, a variety of PCR-assays
have been developed during the last few years (summarized in table 3).
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Table 3: Previously developed genomic DNA-based PCR assays for the
identification of MBM in feedstuffs
Genomic DNA Amplicon
length (bp)
Detection method Reference(s)
Bovine satellite 1709 218 PCR, electrophoresis GUOLI et al. (1999)
Bovine phospho-
diestrase gene
104 Real-time PCR using
TaqMan probe
LAUBE et al. (2001)
Mammals-poultry
Myostatine-gene
97 Real-time PCR using
TaqMan probe
LAUBE et al. (2001)
Ruminant Bov-B SINE 181 PCR, electrophoresis TAJIAMA et al. (2002)
Bovine satellite 1711B 98 Real-Time PCR
(SYBR Green dye).
WALKER et al. (2003)
Ruminant Bov-tA SINE 100 Real-Time PCR
(SYBR Green dye).
WALKER et al. (2003)
Ruminant Bov-A2 SINE 88 Real-time PCR using
TaqMan probe.
MENDOZA-ROMERO
et al. (2004)
Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs) and Long Interspersed Nuclear
Elements (LINEs) are repetitive sequences in genomes and can be markers for DNA-
based species identification. LINEs are 3 to 7 kb long, while SINEs represent small
nucleotide sequences (80-500 bp) with 104-105 copies per genome of multicellular
animals from invertebrates to mammals (OKADA 1991 and OSHIMA et al. 1996). Most
SINEs are thought to have originated via reverse transcription of an RNA-
intermediate that integrated back into the chromosomal DNA, a process known as
retro position (ROGERS 1985 and WEINER et al. 1986). Fourteen families of dispersed
repeats have been described in cattle, constituting approximately 10% of the whole
genome (MAYFIELD et al. 1980). Each family of SINE dispersed within the genome
was formed independently, giving a large number (in excess of 100,000) of specific
elements which act as markers for the identification of DNA of the target species
within the mammalian order (WALKER et al. 2003). Bovine SINE families such as
Bov-tA, Bov-A and Bov-B are common to all ruminant species of the order
Artiodactyls. Some sequence variants such as the 1711B bovine repeat have formed
satellites of the original SINE families by recombination events throughout bovine
evolution. This bovine repeat is absent from other ruminant species (JOBSE et al.
1995).
LAUBE et al. (2001) developed two TaqMan PCR assays for the identification of
mammalian and poultry meat in processed food. The first assay was based on an
oligonucleotide probe and primers targeting a 104-bp fragment of Phosphodiestrase-
gene (single copy) specific for bovine species. The primers and probe of the second
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assay were designed to amplify a 97-bp fragment from the myostatine-gene (single
copy) sequence specific for mammals and poultry species. Samples composed of
100% unprocessed meat from cattle, pigs, chicken, turkey and sheep were included.
Beef samples were mixed as 0.1%, 1% and 5% in pork and as 0.1%, 1% and 5% in a
mixture of chicken and turkey meat. Sausage composed of different concentrations
(1-50%) of pigs, cattle, sheep, chicken and turkey meat were also tested. Samples of
goulash made from cattle or from cattle and pigs meat were also included. Sausage
and goulash samples were processed under different temperatures ranging from 45-
110°C for 24-60 min. DNA was isolated using the CTAB extraction method
(L25.03.01-1, German official method 1999), then purified using the QIAquick PCR
purification kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany). Results showed that the bovine-
specific primers amplified only DNA segments of the cattle phoshpodiesterase gene.
The assay was able to detect bovine DNA in all meat samples (raw and processed).
The myostatine-primer-probe system amplified DNA from cattle, sheep, pigs,
chicken, and turkey. All levels of beef in animal meat mixture could be detected.
Bovine satellite 1709 DNA was chosen as a target for the identification of bovine-
derived materials by GOULI et al. (1999). The bovine-specific primers were designed
to identify raw and heated beef by the amplification of an amplicon of 218 bp. Meat
samples were cooked for 30 min at 100°C or 120°C. The specificity and sensitivity of
the primers were confirmed by testing with genomic DNA from species other than
cattle, buffalo and yak. At least 33.6 fg of raw and 0.32 pg of cooked beef were
detected.
In the study of CALVO et al. (2002), a PCR assay was designed and evaluated to
identify beef in raw and heated meat, sausage and canned food. The primers were
designed to amplify a PCR product of 84 bp with bovine DNA fragments from the
1709 satellite. Meat samples were heated and autoclaved at 80°C and 120°C for 30
min. The meat was mixed as 0.0%, 0.001%, 0.005%, 0.01%, 0.1%, 1%, 2%, 5%,
10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% beef in cooked pork. Raw beef samples were also
mixed with pork in the same manner. Commercial MBM samples were heated at
120°C for 30 min and mixed with concentrated feed in the same way. The assay was
able to detect 0.01% raw beef in pork, this percentage equivalent to 2.5 pg of bovine
DNA. A limit of 1% heated beef in cooked meat mixture and 1% bovine MBM in
concentrated feed mixture were detected.
WALKER et al. (2003) developed and evaluated four SYBR Green-based real-time
PCR assays for species-specific detection and quantification of bovine, porcine,
chicken, and ruminant DNA. DNA from tissue or blood samples of cattle, horses,
sheep, antelope, dogs, cats, rabbits, chicken, pigs, duck, mouse, and human was
extracted using different commercial purification kits. Cattle-specific primers amplified
a 98-bp fragment of the bovine repetitive element 1711B. The ruminant-, porcine-
and poultry-specific primers amplified a 100-bp fragment of the intra-Bove-tA2 SINE,
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134-bp amplicons of PRE-1 SINE and 169-bp fragments of CR-1 SINE, respectively.
The minimum effective level of the quantification range was 0.1, 0.01, 5, and 1 pg for
bovine, porcine, chicken, and ruminant materials, respectively.  Bovine DNA was
detected at 0.005% (0.5 pg), porcine DNA at 0.0005% (0.05 pg) and chicken DNA at
0.05% (5 pg) in a 10-ng mixture of bovine, porcine and chicken DNA.
TAJIMA et al. (2002) have designed specific primers based upon sequences of the
Art2 SINE, PRE-1 SINE and CR-1 LINE for detection of materials derived from
ruminants, pigs and chickens, respectively. A ruminant feed mixture composed of
corn, wheat bran, barley, defatted rice bran, corn gluten feed, soybean oil meal,
soybean hulls, Milo, rapeseed oil meal, molasses, alfalfa pellets, calcium carbonate,
and sodium chloride was tested. A commercial MBM of unknown composition was
mixed with this ruminant feed in different levels (0.0%, 0.001%, 0.01%, 0.1%, and
1.0%). DNA from all samples was extracted with the QIAamp DNA stool mini kit
(Qiagen, Tokyo, Japan). The search with the BLASTN service revealed that the Art2
primer targeted DNA sequences of ruminants (cattle, sheep and goats) and amplified
a 181-bp fragment. The PRE-1 primers covered pigs and wart hogs with the
amplification of a 179-bp fragment. The CR1 primer was specific for chickens and
amplified a 201 bp fragment.
The detection limits for the raw positive control templates were 18.75 fg, 187.5 fg and
1.875 pg for Art2, PRE-1 and CR1 primers, respectively. The primers detected the
target material at levels of 0.01% MBM or less in feed mixture with a higher
sensitivity for ruminant SINE.
2.2.2 3.5 Limitations of PCR due to heat degradation of target DNA 
sequences
Heat treatment may affect DNA structure in two different ways (MOMCILOVIC and
RASOOLY 2000):
· It reversibly denatures DNA by opening the hydrogen bonds between the
double stranded DNA, converting it into single-stranded.
· At higher temperatures and pressure, DNA primary structure and covalent
bonds between nucleotides are changed, resulting in the degradation of DNA
into shorter fragments.
A study made by FREZZA et al. (2003) aimed to highlight the relationship between
DNA degradation, PCR amplification and MBM heat treatment. The authors
compared the level of amplification efficiency of bovine mtDNA sequences of
different lengths (271, 240 and 147 bp), based on the sequences encompassing the
mitochondrial ATPase (8) and ATPase (6). Five MBM samples were used in this
study. All of them were prepared as 50% swine and 50% bovine materials, with the
exception of MBM (5), which was composed of 100% bovine material. MBM-1 was
processed according to EU legislation 99/534/EC in a commercial plant (The
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maximum particle size of the processed animal by-product was set at 50 mm, heated
at 133° for 20 min and at 3 bar pressure, wet sterilization). MBM-2 was processed
under the same conditions but with temperature and pressure decreased to 130°C
and 2.7 bar. MBM-3 and MBM-5 were produced in a commercial processing plant
and heated at >133°C for 105 min under dry conditions without overpressure. MBM-4
was prepared from 100% bovine meat and treated at 122°C at 2 bar pressure for 20
min in an experimental autoclave with an internal stirrer. No water was added during
the process. The results are summarized in table 4.
Table 4: Amplification efficiency of bovine DNA in different MBM samples
(Summarized data of FREZZA et al. 2003)
Amplicons
(bp)
MBM
1
MBM
2
MBM
3
MBM
4
MBM
5
147 positive positive positive positive positive
240 negative positive positive positive positive
271 negative negative positive positive positive
The graphic representation of titration indicates that the determined concentration of
the 147 bp DNA product in MBM-4 was three-and sevenfold higher than those of the
240-and 271-bp template sequences, respectively. These results indicate that heat
treatment has a degradation effect on DNA, reducing its length and its total
concentration. Therefore, short amplified sequences must take procedure for
successful PCR-based methods used for MBM analysis.
A quantitative and real-time PCR assay was developed by MENDOZA-ROMERO et al.
(2004). The method was based on a Bov-A2 SINE element, which represents 1.8% of
the bovine genome. By using a TaqMan probe, the assay was optimized to be more
sensitive by reducing the size of the PCR product to 88 bp. MBM samples (90%
porcine and 10% bovine) were subjected to various heat treatment cycles in an
autoclave (100-140°C for 320 min). CAFs contained equal amounts of corn, barley,
soybean, and wheat. They were mixed with commercial MBM samples in levels
ranging from 0.1% to 10%. The primers were designed for cattle, but because of
cross reaction, they were able to detect DNA from sheep, goats, deer and giraffes.
DNA was extracted from samples by using the Qiagen blood extraction kit or by
Guanidine isothiocyanate extraction. Concentrations of DNA from MBM samples
were determined by using a spectrophotometer. Bovine DNA could still be detected
after 3 min at 134°C, but the amount of DNA decreased with a longer heat treatment
at higher temperatures (3 min at 140°C). However, even under these extreme
conditions, 5-18 pg of DNA could be detected. The detection limit was found to be 10
fg for untreated bovine DNA in feedstuff. In CAFs containing MBM, the detection limit
was 4-70 fg. Unfortunately, the authors did not define the required detection limit in %
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of MBM in CAFs. It was concluded that the sensitivity for degraded DNA samples
was optimized by a short amplicon length.
2.2.2.4 Previous comparisons of test principles
Microscopy, ELISA and PCR were used in a comparative study by WOLF et al. (2001)
to detect proteins of warm-blooded animals and fish in feed mixture. Investigations of
32 mixed feed samples assured that the results for microscopy and PCR correspond
well to each other.
In the study of KINGOMBE et al. (2001), the commercial pork antibody ELISA-based
test (Cortecs Diagnostics Limited, Deeside, UK) was compared to two formerly
published PCR methods. The first method (MATSUNAGA et al. 1999) detects a bovine
species-specific amplicon of 274 bp from the bovine mitochondrial genome. The
second method (WOLF et al 1999) amplifies a specific fragment of 464 bp of
vertebrate cytochrome-b gene. A total of 204 samples from different sources were
tested, including eight animal meal samples obtained from the European
Commission, Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy. Fifteen imported fish meals and 181
meat, MBM meals and compound feedstuffs were also included. DNA was extracted
from 50 mg samples using the High Pure PCR Template Preparation kit (Roche
Diagnostics, Cat. No. 1796828). The results are demonstrated in table 5.
Table 5: ELISA and PCR results obtained from samples subjected to known
heat treatment conditions (Summarized data of KINGOBME et al.
2001)
Sample Heat treatment
conditions
ELISA
(R-value)
PCR
(464 bp)
PCR
(274 bp)
Animal meal
(AM 1)
20 min, 133-135°C, 3.0-
3.2 bar, wet sterilization 1.1 negative negative
Animal meal
(AM 2)
20 min, 128-130°C, 2.6-
2.8 bar, wet sterilization 1.7 negative negative
Animal meal
(AM 3)
20 min, < 128°C, < 2.6
bar
wet sterilization
2.1 negative negative
Animal meal
(AM 4)
20 min, >133°C,
dry sterilization 13.0 positive positive
Fishmeal not given 0.73  1.2 positive negative
Vegetable
feedstuffs not given 6.1 and 7.7 negative negative
Compound
feed not given 3.0  12.5 variable variable
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From these results, the authors concluded that:
· ELISA and PCR tests can both confirm the proper heat treatment conditions of
MBM.
· The ELISA test does not perform well when there are low levels of poorly
heat- treated pork-based materials within the sample.
· The ELISA test is not appropriate for detecting non-sterilized MBM or meat
meals in compound feedstuffs.
· These results suggest the need for a bovine species-specific PCR test to
ensure that proper heat treatment is applied to animal meals.
A further inter-comparative study reported by GIZZI et al. (2003) aimed to evaluate
the European laboratories proficiency for the detection of PAPs in animal feed. The
evaluation was carried out by 51 laboratories for microscopy, PCR and ELISA. One
laboratory applied the HPLC protocol. The results indicated that microscopic
examination was the best method compared to PCR or ELISA. All samples
containing MBM could be detected, even ones that included fish meal, provided that
a suitable protocol was applied and a sufficient level of expertise was present.
The HPLC method was able to classify all samples correctly, but the presence of
poultry or fish meal interfered significantly with the detection of mammalian MBM.
Furthermore, the protocol was unable to differentiate between cattle, sheep, goat or
pig materials. Although the results of PCR were the worst in this study, the authors
recommended that this analytical principle still deserves to be considered in the
future as an important method for this kind of analysis.
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study aimed to:
· Establish PCR methods including an optimized procedure for DNA isolation for
the detection of bovine mitochondrial and ruminant genomic DNA in a large
number of samples.
· Evaluate the PCR detection limits using defined bovine cell numbers.
· Estimate the influence of treatment at increased temperatures on the detection
limit of ruminant DNA.
· Evaluate different PCR-assays using feed mixtures based on MBM of different
origins.
To verify the biological effect of heat treatment, both laboratory autoclaved samples
and commercial MBM were tested with porcine-ELISA.
3.1 SAMPLES PREPARATION
Samples of plant origin (corn, wheat, barley, oat, soybean, pea, rice, rye, potato,
rape, and sunflower) were ground separately into powder by using a grinding
machine (Moulinette D 56, Moulinex). These samples were used as negative controls
for the newly designed primers to determine their specificity for bovine and ruminant
DNA.
Blood and raw meat samples from different animal species (cattle, sheep, goats,
pigs, horses, dogs, cats, chickens, and turkeys) in addition to fish were collected and
stored separately until used. Meat samples (300 g) from cows and sheep were cut
into 50 mm sized cubes and autoclaved separately under different temperature
treatments in a laboratory autoclave (Varioclav, steam sterilizer 400E, H+P
Labortechnik GmbH, Germany), as shown in table 6.
Table 6: Laboratory sterilization conditions of bovine and ovine meat
Bovine
meat
(beef)
Temp.
(°C)
Pressure
(bar)
Time
(min)
Ovine
meat
(mutton)
Temp.
(°C)
Pressure
(bar)
Time
(min)
B-I 135 3.3 20 M-I 135 3.3 20
B-II 132 3.1 20 M-II 132 3.1 20
B-III 129 2.8 20 M-III 129 2.8 20
B-IV 126 2.6 20 M-IV 126 2.6 20
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The autoclaved meat samples were dried at 80°C in an oven over night, then ground
into meal. A ground plant feed mixture composed of soybean, corn, wheat and pea,
each at 25 percent, was thoroughly mixed with Grindomix GM 200 (Retsch GmbH,
Germany).
Nine commercial MBM samples were included in the test. They were obtained from
different sources in Germany (Three samples from Saxony-Anhalt and six samples
from Bavaria). The MBM samples from Saxony-Anhalt were subjected to strong
processing measurements (about 137°C and 3.4 bar pressure for 24 min) as
demonstrated in the flow chart in figure 1.
Temperature
Pressure
133°C Weight of material
3 bar absolute
pressure
Figure 1: Diagram of temperature, pressure and time during processing of 
MBM in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany
All samples (autoclaved meat from cattle and sheep and industrial MBM) were mixed
with the plant feed mixture in levels of 50%, 10%, 5%, and 1% as following:
· 50% (50 g MBM + 50 g plant feed).
· 10% (20 g of 50% mix + 80 g plant feed mixture).
· 5% (10 g of 50% mix + 90 g plant feed mixture).
· 1% (2 g of 50% mix + 98 g plant feed mixture).
3.2  MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF MBM IN FEEDSTUFFS
Identification and estimation of constituents of animal origin in feedstuffs
microscopically was carried out according to the EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISION
98/88/EC and the EUROPEAN COMMISSION DIRECTIVE 2003/126/EC.
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3.2.1 Principle
The identification of animal constituents is carried out on the basis of their typical
microscopically identifiable characteristics (e.g. bone, muscle fiber, horn, cartilage,
blood, hair, feather, egg shell, fish bone and scale). The identification must be carried
out on the concentrated sediment of the sample by using embedding agents and
staining reagents.
3.2.2 Reagents
A- Embedding agents
· Chloral hydrates (aqueous, 60 % w/v): Cell structures can be seen more
clearly because starch grains gelatinize and unwanted cell contents are
removed.
· Paraffin oil or glycerol (viscosity: 68-81) for microscopic observations in the
sediment: For the identification of bone fragments, because most lacunae
remain filled with air and appear as black holes.
B- Rinsing agents
· Alcohol, 96%.
· Acetone.
C- Concentrating agent
· Teterachloroethylene (density 1.62).
D- Staining reagent
· Alizarin red (2.5 ml of 1M hydrochloric acid diluted in 100 ml water and added
to 20 mg Alizarin red). Animal bones and fish bones and scales are stained
reddish-pink.
3.2.3 Equipment and accessories
· Analytical balance.
· Grinding machine.
· Sieve fitted with sieve meshes of 0.5 mm maximum width.
· Separation funnel or conical bottomed settling beaker.
· Stereomicroscope (minimum  magnification of 40Ì).
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· Standard laboratory glassware.
3.2.4 Procedure     
· Five grams of the ground sample were transferred into a conical flask, then
treated with 15 ml tetrachloroethylene and mixed repeatedly.
· The mixture was left for about three minutes to separate the sediment, and
then the supernatant fluid was discarded carefully.
· The sediment was dried at 60°C for 10-15 min to evaporate the rest of the
tetrachloroethylene.
· The precipitate was weighed to estimate the quantity of animal MBM in the
sample.
· The dried sample was mixed with 1 ml 60% chloral hydrate and left to stand
for 10 min.
· The precipitate was then rinsed with water 2-3 times.
· After the addition of 2-10 drops (depending upon the amount of residue) of
alizarin red solution, the mixture was mixed vigorously and left for a few
seconds for precipitation.
· The stained sediment was rinsed twice with about 5 ml alcohol, followed by
rinsing with acetone (each time using a vortex). The solvent was left to settle
for about one min and then poured off.
· The sediment was dried at 40°C for 10-20 min, and then transferred onto a
glass slide prepared with paraffin oil or Canada balsam, and covered with a
slide cover to be examined under the microscope.
3.2.5 Calculation and evaluation of results
Bone fragments of terrestrial warm-blooded species (i.e. mammals and poultry) can
be distinguished from fish bone by means of the typical lacunae. Three slides with
five fields per sample were examined to estimate the proportion of MBM.
· % terrestrial bone fragments = (S x c) / W.
· % fish bone and scale fragments = (S x d) / W.
If the type of animal meal present in the sample is known, it is possible to estimate
the content:
· Estimated content of constituents of terrestrial animal products (%)
 = S x c x 100 / W x f.
· Estimated content of constituents of fish products (%) = S x d x 100 / W x f.
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In the above formulae, S = sediment weight (mg), c = correction factor (%) for the
estimated portion of terrestrial animal bone in the sediment, d = correction factor (%)
for the estimated portion of fish bones and scale fragments in the sediment,
f = correction factor for the proportion of bone in the constituents of animal origin in
the examined sample, W = weight of the sample material (mg).
The proportion of bone in animal products can vary greatly (the percentage of bone
in the case of bone meals is on the order of 50% to 60% and in the case of meat
meals on the order of 20% to 30%. In the case of fish meals, bone and scale
contents vary according to the type and origin of fish meal (normally on the order of
10% to 20%).
3.2.6 Expression of the results
a) No constituents of animal origin in the sample.
b) Constituents of animal origin present in the sample and able to be qualified
and quantified depending upon the experience of the analyst.
3.3  ELISA
The MBM Thermal Evaluation Kit (ELISA-TEK PORK M & BM KIT, catalogue No.
510629, ELISA Technologies, Inc. Florida, USA) was used to determine whether
MBM was properly heated and as representative to detect different heat treatments
of beef and mutton in the laboratory autoclave.
3.3.1 Principle
ELISA-TEK combines a simple extraction of samples and an amplified double
sandwich type ELISA. In the micro plate wells, a species-specific capture antibody is
bound to the plastic wall. When the sample extract is added to the wells, tissue
antigens of the species being tested are bound by the capture antibody. After
washing, a biotinylated antibody of the same species is added. The biotinylated
antibody is bound to the solid phase. Streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate
is then added to conjugate with biotin. A substrate for the enzyme is added, giving a
green color, which develops as a result of the action of the bound enzyme on the
substrate, indicating the presence of species antigens. Interpretation is conducted by
measuring the absorption of each well at 405 nm spectrophotometer using a micro-
plate reader and performing data analysis.
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3.3.2 Procedure
Pork samples (300 g) were autoclaved as previously described for beef and mutton.
These samples were used for ELISA measurements representing the autoclaved
meat from cattle and sheep. All samples (autoclaved pork and commercial MBM)
were tested with ELISA. The detailed procedure was carried out according to the
manufacturers instructions.
3.3.3 Calculation and evaluation of results
To calculate and evaluate the results, it is necessary to determine the mean
absorbance value at 405 nm and the standard deviation of the replicates of:
· Positive tissue control.
· The thermal evaluation reference standard.
· The negative controls.
· Test samples.
R-value = OD sample / OD negative control.
Where OD = Optical density.
The assay may be considered valid when:
· The mean absorbance value of the positive controls is greater than 0.800 OD.
· The mean absorbance value of the negative controls is less than 0.100 OD.
· The mean absorbance value of the pork positive controls is greater than eight
times the mean absorbance value of the negative controls and the standard
deviation of the replicates is less than 10% of the absorbance of the positive
control.
In a valid assay the unknown samples may be classified as follows:
· Test samples may be classified as PASS (sufficiently heat-treated) if the mean
absorbance value of the sample is less than the mean absorbance of the
thermal evaluation reference standard.
· Test samples may be classified as FAIL (insufficiently heat-treated) if the
mean absorbance value of the sample is greater than the mean absorbance of
the thermal evaluation reference standard.
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3.4 PCR
3.4.1 Isolation of DNA using CTAB method
DNA from homogenized samples was isolated, and the official protocol § 35
(Lebensmittel-und Bedarfsgegenständegesetz LMBG) was applied with minor
modifications.
3.4.1.1 Principle
Samples enriched with large amounts of carbohydrates such as polysaccharides
usually cause some problems with DNA isolation. CTAB can be used to form a
soluble complex with proteins and polysaccharides.
In the following step, the addition of Chloroform:Isoamylalcohol (24:1) causes
precipitation of proteins and polysaccharides. Small amounts of the remaining
proteins and DNA molecules are collected in the upper aqueous phase. Isopropanol
in the final step is used to precipitate DNA and some of the proteins (MURRAY and
THOMPSON 1980, JONES and WALKER 1963, and WILSON 1987).
3.4.1.2 Reagents
· CTAB (Amresco).
· Chloroform: Isoamylalcohol (24: 1), optional Ready Red (Applichem).
· Ethanol, ó = 70 % [ó = Volume concentration] (Merck).
· Ethylendiamintetracetic acid dinitrate salt [Na2-EDTA] (Biomol).
· Isopropanol [Isopropyl alcohol] (Amresco).
· Sodium chloride (Riedel-deHaën).
· Proteinase-K "ready to use" 20 mg / ml (Merck).
· Acid salt.
· Tris (Amresco).
· Extraction-buffer ( pH = 8 ) , consisting of :
CTAB (Mass concentration p = 20 g / l), NaCl (material quantity concentration c = 1.4
M), Tris (c = 0.1 M) and Na2-EDTA (c = 20 mM).
· Tris-EDTAbuffer 0.1x consisting of:
TrisHCl (pH = 8), c = 1 mM and  Na2-EDTA (pH = 8) c = 0.1 mM.
TE- buffer 0.1x was autoclaved before use.
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3.4.1.3 Procedure
DNA from samples (plant feedstuffs, autoclaved meat of cattle and sheep,
commercial MBM and all mixed samples) was isolated and purified separately to
prevent any probable contamination. All materials and chemicals utilized in DNA
isolation were of molecular biological grade.
· Two grams of homogenized sample material were mixed with 10 ml CTAB
extraction buffer and incubated at 65°C under agitation for 1 h, followed by the
addition of 100 µl proteinase-K solution and incubation for an additional 2 h at
65°C.
· One ml from the mixture was transferred to a new micro-centrifuge tube, then
mixed with 10 µl newly added protienase-K solution and finally incubated at
65°C for 1 h under occasional mixing, followed by centrifugation at 6000 xg for
10 min.
· About 800 µl of the supernatant were transferred into a new reaction tube and
mixed with 600 µl Ready Red (ChloroformIsoamyl alcohol 24:1) solution,
then centrifuged at 14000 xg for 15 min.
· 600 µl of supernatant were transferred into a fresh tube and gently mixed with
480 µl Isopropanol (about 0.8 volumes) then incubated at room temperature
for at least 30 min, followed by centrifugation at 14000 xg for 15 min.
· The supernatant was poured off carefully and the pellets were washed with
500 µl alcohol 70 %.
· After washing, the sample was centrifuged at 14000 xg for 5 min and the
supernatant was carefully poured off.
· The pellets were dried and dissolved in 200 µl TE- buffer (0.1x).
3.4.2 DNA purification
The High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit (HPPT) was used for the isolation of
Nucleic acids (Cat. No. 1796828, Roche).
3.4.2.1 Principle
Cells and tissues are lysed during a short incubation period with proteinase-K in the
presence of a chaotropic salt (Guanidine-HCl), which inactivates all nucleases.
Nucleic acids bind selectively to a silica surface, pre-packed in the high pure
purification filter tube. A special inhibitor removal buffer is used to get rid of PCR
inhibitory contaminants. Bound DNA is purified in a series of rapid wash-and-spin
steps. Purified DNA is recovered using the elution buffer.
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3.4.2.2 Kit contents
· Tissue lysis buffer, pH 7.4, 20 ml (4 M urea, 200 mM Tris, 20 mM NaCl, and
200 mM EDTA).
· Binding buffer, pH 4.4, 20 ml [6 M guanidine-HCl, 10 mM urea, 10 mM Tris-
HCl, and 20% Triton X-100 (v/v)].
· Proteinase-K (Lyophilizate, for sample lysis and inactivation of endogenous
DNAse.
· Inhibitor removal buffer, pH 6.6, 33 ml (5 M guanidine-HCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl)
plus (add) 20 ml absolute ethanol.
· Wash buffer, pH 7.5, 20 ml (20 mM NaCl, 2 mM Tris-HCl) plus (add) 80 ml
absolute ethanol.
· Elution buffer, pH 8.5, 40 ml (10 mM Tris).
· High pure filter tubes, two bags with 50 polypropylene tubes each with two
layers of glass fiber fleece, for use with up to 700 µl sample volume.
· Collection tubes, eight bags with 50 polypropylene tubes each of 2 ml.
3.4.2.3 Additional required materials
· Absolute ethanol (Merck).
· Absolute isopropanol (Amresco).
· Standard tabletop micro-centrifuge (Eppendorf).
· Micro-centrifuge sterile tubes of 1.5 ml capacity.
· Thermo-mixer (Eppendorf).
3.4.2.4 Procedure
· The sample solution in TE buffer was mixed with 200 µl of binding buffer and
40 µl proteinase-K, and then incubated for 10 min at 70°C in the thermo-mixer.
· After incubation, 100 µl isopropanol were added.
· After mixing the whole reaction mix, it was applied to the high pure filter tube
and centrifuged at 8000 xg for 1 min.
· The follow-through was discarded with the collection tube.
· 500 µl of inhibitor removal buffer were added to the filter tube, followed by
centrifugation at 8000 xg for 1 min. The follow-through was discarded with the
collection tube.
· The filter tube was washed two times with 500 µl wash buffer solution and
centrifuged at 8000 xg for 1 min. The follow-through was discarded again with
the collection tube.
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· To eliminate the rest of the wash buffer solution, the filter tube was centrifuged
at 13000 xg for 1 min.
· A new reaction tube was used to elute DNA in 200 µl of a previously heated
(70°C) elution buffer.
DNA from raw meat samples of different animal species was isolated by using this kit
with an additional starting step, in which 50 mg of meat sample were mixed with 200
µl tissue lysis buffer and 40 µl of proteinase-K, then incubated at 55°C for 1 h.
Afterwards, 200 µl of binding buffer were added and the procedure was completed as
previously described.
 3.4.3 Evaluation of isolated DNA
About 100 µl of isolated DNA template from all samples were quantified using a
specific spectrophotometer (GeneQuant II RNA/DNA calculator, Pharmacia Biotech.,
England), which measures the amount of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) in the
sample.
For mitochondrial and genomic DNA degradation analysis, 10 µl of DNA templates
extracted from 100% raw beef, laboratory heat-treated meat, commercial MBM and a
plant feed mixture were mixed with a 5 µl gel loading buffer composed of 0.04%
bromophenol blue (Serva), 0.04% xylene cyanol (Serva), and a 5% glycerol (Serva)
dissolved in a tris borate ethylendiamintetracetic acid buffer (TBE), supplied by
Applichem.
The DNA templates and the buffer solution were loaded on a 1% agarose gel
(Applichem), which had been dissolved in the TBE buffer, boiled for 2-3 min and
poured in a specific chamber. DNA-markers (100 Bp or pUC 19) were supplied as
lyophilized by MBBL, Germany and prepared by dissolving in a special gel loading
buffer delivered with the marker. This buffer is composed of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,
5 mM Na-acetate, 2 mM EDTA, 10 % glycerol, 0.02 % bromphenole blue and 0.015
% xylencyanole blue.
Electrophoresis was performed at 80 volts for 90 min, and fragments were stained for
about 10 min with ethidium bromide solution (Biomol), prepared by dissolving 0.5 mg
in 1000 ml water. DNA bands were visualized on a long-wavelength ultra-violet trans-
illuminator.
3.4.4 Primers and probes selection
In order to achieve sensitive as well as independent assays, PCR protocols for
genomic and mitochondrial target sequences were designed.
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The applied software tool was the Custom Primers-OligoPerfect designer
(Invitrogen, http://www.invitrogen.com).
At the start, eight primer pairs were designed (tables 7 and 8):
· Five primer pairs were designed from the bovine mitochondrial genome
(GenBank accession number V00654). These primers were designed to target
fragment sequences of 86, 108, 109, 120, and 111 bp.
· Two primer pairs were designed to target the ruminant genomic DNA SINE
sequence (GenBank accession number X64125). The primers were selected
to amplify 93 and 97 bp.
· One primer pair was designed to amplify a fragment sequence of 95 bp from
the bovine genomic DNA repetitive sequence (GenBank accession number
V00116).
The sequences of primers were submitted to BLASTN sequence similarity searching
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) and were tested for alignment with the bovine,
sheep, goat, pork, horse, chicken, and fish genomic sequences available in the
GenBank database.
Table 7: PCR primers for identification of bovine mtDNA (GenBank
accession number V00654)
Primer Sequence Product
length (bp)
Bos-109-F 5`-ATC ATC GCC TTC TCC ACA TC-3`
Bos-109-R 5`-CTT TGA AAA AGG CGT GGG TA-3` 109
Bos-111-F 5`-ATG CTT TGC TCA GCC ATT TT-3`
Bos-111-R 5`-TAC TAT ACC GGC CCA AGC AC-3` 111
Bos-86-F 5`-GTG CTT GGG CCG GTA TAG TA  -3`
Bos-86-R 5`-GTC GTC TCC GAG CAG AGT TC -3` 86
Bos-108-F 5`-CCC ACA ATC CAC ACA TAC CA-3`
Bos-108-R 5`-AGC GAA ATC GAG GGT AGG AT-3` 108
Bos-120-F 5`-ACT CAT GAG CTG TGC CCT CT -3`
Bos-120-R 5`-CGC AAA TTT CTG AGC ATT GA -3` 120
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Table 8: PCR primers for identification of bovine and ruminant SINEs of
genomic DNA
Accession
No.
Primer Sequence Product
length (bp)
X64125 Rum-97-F 5`-CTT TGC CAA CAA AGG TCC AT-3`
(Ruminant) Rum-97-R 5`-CTT CAG CGC TCA GCT TTC TT-3` 97
X64125 Rum-93-F 5`-AGA AGG GGA CGA CAG AGG AT-3`
(Ruminant) Rum-93-R 5`-CCT GTC CAT CAC CAA CTC CT-3` 93
V00116 Bov-95-F 5`-GTG AGG AAC TCC GCC TAT GA-3`
(Bovine) Bov-95-R 5`-GAG AAT TTC CAG GGG GAC TC-3` 95
All primers were synthesized by TIB MOLBIOL (Germany) and tested for species-
specificity and sensitivity. From the above described primers, Bos-109 of the bovine
mitochondrial genome and Rum-97 of the ruminant SINE sequence were selected.
Two oligonucleotide TaqMan probes (table 9) were designed for the two primer pairs
by TIB MOLBIOL designer services and tested for specificity in BLASTN sequence
similarity searching. They were synthesized by TIB MOLBIOL (Germany).
Table 9: The designed oligonucleotide probes for primers Bos-109 and
Rum-97
Probe Sequence
Bos-109 5`-6FAM- ACC AAC CTT ACC TAG CTT TCC  TCC ACA-TAMRA-
3`
Rum-97 5`-6FAM-CAT GAC TAC TGG AAA AAC CAT AGC CTT GA-
TAMRA-3`
3.4.5 Testing the specificity and sensitivity using SYBR Green I
Each primer set was optimized by using SYBR Green I dye to determine the
optimum PCR protocol (denaturation, annealing, extension and melting point). The
specificity of primers was tested by carrying out the reaction for DNA templates of
different plants and animals in addition to fish. The sensitivity was determined using
isolated DNA from cattle, sheep and goats, in which they were serially diluted 10-fold
in an elution buffer, with concentrations from 1.165 µg to 0.1165 fg. All PCR reactions
were performed in the MX3000P real-time PCR system (Stratagene).
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The real-time PCR reaction was carried out in a total volume of 20 µl containing:
· 9.9 µl DNA-free water.
· 2.0 µl PCR-buffer (10x HotMaster Taq buffer with 25 mM Mg+2, Eppendorf).
· 0.5 µl dNTP mix (10 mM of each dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, Roche).
· 4.0 µl SYBR Green I 1:10000 (BioZym).
· 0.5 µl (10 pmol / µl  primer-F).
· 0.5 µl (10 pmol / µl  primer-R).
· 0.1 µl (0.5 U HotMaster Taq DNA polymerase (Eppendorf).
· 2.5 µl DNA template.
The cycling program for the Bos-109 primers was as follows: 95°C for 3 min (first
denaturation step), 45 cycles at 95°C for 15 seconds, 64°C for 20 seconds and 72°C
for 20 seconds. The melting curve analysis was optimized as follows: 1 cycle at 95°C
for 1 min, then 31 cycles (increasing temperature gradually by 1°C/30 sec), starting
at 64°C up to 95°C.
For Rum-97 SINE primers, the thermal profile was optimized as described for the
Bos-109 primers, except for the annealing temperature of 66°C and the melting
curve, which was calculated for 29 cycles starting at 66°C.
3.4.6 Testing the specificity and sensitivity of the primers Bos-109 using the
TaqMan probe
A new PCR protocol (table 10) was optimized for the newly designed oligonucleotide
probe. The PCR reaction was performed in a total volume of 20 µl containing:
· 11.8 µl DNA-free water.
· 2 µl PCR-buffer (10x HotMaster Taq buffer with 25 mM Mg2+ (Eppendorf).
· 0.5 µl dNTP mix (10 mM of each dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (Roche).
· 1.0 µl probe (4 pmol / µl).
· 1.0 µl (10 pmol / µl  primer-F).
· 1.0 µl (10 pmol / µl  primer-R).
· 0.2 µl (5 U / µl HotMaster Taq DNA polymerase (Eppendorf).
· 2.5 µl DNA template.
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Table 10: Thermal cycling protocol of the Bos-109 primers and its TaqMan
probe
Segment Cycles Plateau Temp.
degrees
Duration
(min:sec)
Total time
hr:min
1 1 1 95.0 03.00
2 45 1 95.0 00.15
2 45 2 63.0 00.30 01: 32
2 45 3* 63.0 00.30
3 1 1 40.0 00.30
* The plateau at which the instrument measures the fluorescence emitted from PCR
products.
The specificity of primers was tested by carrying out the reaction for DNA templates
of different plant feedstuffs and animal species in addition to fish. The sensitivity was
determined by using isolated DNA from cattle, serially diluted 10-fold in HPPT elution
buffer, with concentrations of 1.165 µg to 0.1165 fg. The sensitivity of the assay was
further determined by testing a series of DNA isolated from the permanent bovine cell
culture LU-R1 containing a known number of cells (Origin: lung of male cattle
embryo, Friedrich Löffler Institute, Insel Riems, cultured in Landesamt für
Verbraucherschutz, Fachbereich 4 in Stendal, Germany and were microscopically
quantified using Fuchs-Rosenthal chamber, purchased by Fein-Optik, Jena,
Germany).
The real-time PCR assay of Myostatine (LAUBE et al. 2001) was used in this study to
make a comparison of the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe. This method is
used in routine analysis for the detection of DNA of animal origin in feedstuffs.
3.4.7 Identification of bovine DNA in feedstuffs
Primers of Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe, Rum- 97 and of Myostatine primers
and its TaqMan probe were used to identify the bovine and ovine DNA of all samples
(laboratory autoclaved meat, industrial MBM and plant feed mixtures).
3.4.8 PCR products analysis by gel electrophoresis
PCR products of amplified DNA from samples whose SYBR Green assay and
TaqMan probe results were uncertain, examined electrophoretically as previously
described, but on a 2% gel agarose.   
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4 RESULTS
4.1 MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF MBM IN FEEDSTUFFS
The main particles of animal origin that might be present in feeds are bones and
muscle fibers. Additionally, cartilage, hairs, feather filaments, egg shells and fish
scales might be present. Most of these particles are generally difficult to identify in
animal feedstuffs. Particles of soft tissues and organs are usually absent. Bone
fragments are probably the most persistent particles that can be detected
microscopically, even after the current EU rendering practices of sterilization.
A CB
Figure 2: Animal feed under microscope; A- mammalian bone 
fragments, B- fish bone fragments, C-plant and mineral particles
In figure 2 are examples of bone fragments from mammals (A), Fish bone fragments
(B) and animal feed of plant origin containing mineral granules (C). Mammalian bone
particles show a more or less globular appearance with elliptical to globular lacunae.
The canaliculae can be seen, depending on the quality of the bone particles and
opaqueness. Compared to bone particles of mammals, bone fragments of poultry
usually have more spherical and denser lacunae, and their canaliculae are not
visible. Fish bones have usually elongated lacunae with a clear fusiform net of
canaliculae. There is a large diversity in the shape and configuration of lacunae
among fish species. Plant feed particles and mineral granules show an absence of
these characteristic features of bone fragments or any other constituents of animal
origin.
4.2 ELISA
The mean R-values of laboratory autoclaved animal meals and commercial MBM are
presented in table 11.
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For the laboratory processed meat treated at temperatures of 135°C and 132°C, the
R-values were less than 2.
Table 11: R-values of the ELISA test for laboratory autoclaved and
commercially processed MBM
Meals at
defined heat
treatment
B-I (beef)
M-I(mutton)
P-I (pork)
B-II (beef)
M-II(mutton)
P-II (pork)
B-III (beef)
M-III (mutton)
P-III (pork)
B-IV (beef)
M-IV(mutton)
P-IV (pork)
Ref.
standard
Temperature 135°C 132°C 129°C 126°C
R-value of
heat treated
pork
 (P I - P IV)
1.20 ± 0.01 1.59 ± 0.03 3.24 ± 0.05 6.25 ± 0.07 1.80 ±
0.02
MBM
sample
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Ref.
standard
R-value 0.98
±
0.02
1.08
±
0.03
0.97
±
0.05
1.46
±
0.05
1.45
±
0.05
1.09
±
0.03
1.18
±
0.01
1.28
±
0.03
3.49
±
0.01
1.45
±
0.02
Meat samples that were subjected to lower heat treatment showed higher R-values,
especially those treated at 129°C and 126°C. For all commercial MBM samples, the
R-values were less than 2. Only MBM (9) had an R-value higher than the limit.
4.3 PCR
4.3.1 Evaluation of isolated DNA
In figure 3, electrophoresis of DNA extracted from raw meat and plant feed mix
shows a high content of high molecular weight DNA, whereas autoclave-treated meat
and commercial MBM samples show a considerably lower content of DNA,
demonstrated by weak and white shadows. Decreased DNA concentration is
accompanied by a complete loss of larger molecules and is dominated by smaller
DNA fragments.
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Figure 3: Electrophoresis of DNA templates isolated from samples: Lane 1,
M I; L2, M II; L3, M III; L4, M IV; L5, raw ovine meat; L6, B I; L7, B
II; L8, B III; L9, B IV; L10, MBM 1; L11, MBM 2; L12, MBM 3; L13,
MBM 4; L14, MBM 5; L15, MBM 6; L16, MBM 7; L17, MBM 8; L18,
MBM 9; L19, raw bovine meat; P, plant feed mix; M, DNA size
marker (100 Bp ladder)
Table 12 shows the values of the spectrophotometer measurements of double
stranded (ds) DNA amounts extracted from the autoclaved meat of cattle and sheep
and commercial MBM samples.
Table 12: Concentrations of dsDNA in autoclaved meat (bovine and ovine)
and commercial MBM samples measured by spectrophotometer
Bovine meat
treated at Raw 135°C 132°C 129°C 126°C
dsDNA
µg / ml 466 65.4 121.5 154.3 247
Ovine meat
treated at Raw 135°C 132°C 129°C 126°C
dsDNA
µg / ml 619 82.7 178.5 312.6 510
Industrial
MBM samples 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
dsDNA
µg / ml 55.5 58.6 50.6 57.7 40.6 43.5 55 41.4 64.3
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4.3.2 Mitochondrial DNA target (Bos-109 primers and its TaqMan probe)
From five selected primers targeting the bovine mtDNA, the primer pair Bos-109
showed in the preliminary tests more specificity and sensitivity than other primers.
4.3.2.1 Specificity
The BLASTN search showed the alignment of the forward primer specifically and
completely with the bovine mitochondrial genome (GenBank accession number
V00654). The alignment with the Equus asinus (horse) mitochondrial gene (GenBank
sequence X97337) and with the goat mitochondrial genome (GenBank sequence
AF533441) was incomplete, with mismatches of 3 bases and 4 bases, respectively.
The reverse primer and the TaqMan probe aligned exclusively and specifically to the
bovine mitochondrial genome. Results of BLASTN research revealed also that no
significant similarity between the primers or the TaqMan probe and other available
DNA sequences of animal, plant or fish species existed. The specificity of the primers
to bovine DNA was confirmed by real-time PCR using SYBR Green I. All plant and
animal species other than cattle were negative. A very weak signal was observed for
goat DNA.
After optimization of the TaqMan probe with primers, the signals related to goat DNA
disappeared and all plant and animal species other than cattle remained negative as
shown in figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from different animal species (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, horses,
dogs, cats, chickens, turkeys, and fish) with the primers Bos-109
and its TaqMan probe
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Figure 5: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from different plant feedstuffs (corn, wheat, barley, oat, soybean,
pea, rice, raps, rye, potato, and sunflower seed) with the primers
Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe
4.3.2.2 Sensitivity in a dilution series of raw bovine meat
Figure 6 shows the analysis of 10-fold dilutions of bovine mtDNA isolated from raw
beef. It is emphasized that the DNA concentration of 10-7 (0.00001% or 116 fg) could
be detected.
Figure 6: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of diluted mtDNA
extracted from raw bovine meat with the primers Bos-109 and its
TaqMan probe
Although bovine DNA at this level (10-7) describes a very late cycle threshold (Ct-)
value, it was positive by electrophoresis in figure 7 (lane 5) and can be considered to
be the detection limit.
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                                                                                                             109 bp
                 
Figure 7: Electrophoresis of the real-time PCR products of raw bovine meat
dilutions with the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe:
 Lane 1, negative control; L2, 10-10; L3, 10-9; L4, 10-8; L5, 10-7; L6, 10-
6; L7, 10-5; L8, 10-4; L9, 10-3; L10, 10-2; L11, 10-1; L12, 100% raw
bovine DNA template; M, DNA size marker (pUC 19)
The standard curve was created by software supplied in the Stratagene MX3000P
cycler. Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the DNA concentration in figure 8
show good linearity (R2 = 92.5).
                 
Figure 8: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of DNA (ng)
extracted from the raw bovine meat.
4.3.2.3 Sensitivity in quantified bovine cell culture
The results in figure 9 show that the PCR assay was able to detect bovine DNA
extracted just from a few cells (2.5 cells) or even a part of a cell (0.25 cell).
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Figure 9: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from quantified bovine cell culture with the primers Bos-109 and
its TaqMan probe
In figure 10, are electrophoresis results of the PCR products of the quantified bovine
cell culture. The concentration of 0.25 cell concentration shows the DNA band (lane
3).
                                                                                                       109 bp
             
Figure 10: Electrophoresis of the real-time PCR products of bovine cell
culture with the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe: Lane 1,
Negative control;  L2, 0.025 cells; L3, 0.25 cells; L4, 2.5 cells; L5, 25
cells; L6, 250 cells; L7, 2500 cells; M, DNA size marker (pUC 19)
For confirmation, 10-fold serial dilutions prepared from extracted DNA from the cell
culture sample 10+6 cells were assayed in PCR. The results in figure 11 show that a
dilution of 10-6 (0.0001%) could be detected. When the dilutions 10-4, 10-5 and 10-6
were assayed in triplicates, they were positive and still producing signals significantly
above the threshold base line and the negative control.
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Figure 11: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of diluted mtDNA
extracted from the bovine cell culture sample (10+6) with the
primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe
Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the DNA concentration in figure 12 show
that R2 = 94.4.
       
Figure 12: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of DNA (ng)
extracted from the bovine cell culture sample (10+6)
4.3.2.4 Influence of heat treatment on sensitivity
Ct-values (figure 13) were found to be 32.0, 24.57, 23.2, 18.22, and 14.42 for
autoclaved meat samples B I, B II, B III and B IV, and raw bovine meat, respectively.
For meat sample B I (135°C), the Ct-value was 17.58 cycles after the positive control
(raw beef), 13.78 cycles after B IV (126°C), 8.8 cycles after B III (129°C), and 7.43
cycles after B II (132°C). For bovine meat heated at 135°C, three samples were
assayed; two samples were found to be positive.
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Figure 13: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from laboratory autoclaved bovine meat with the primers Bos-
109 and its TaqMan probe
For electrophoresis of PCR products, figure 14 shows that the amplified DNA band of
sample B I (135°C) can be seen (lane 2).
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Figure 14: Electrophoresis of the real-time PCR products of autoclaved
bovine meat samples with the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan
probe: Lane 1, negative control; L2, B I (135°C); L3, B II (132°C); L4,
B III (129°C); L5, B IV (126°C); L6, 100% raw bovine meat; M, DNA
size marker (pUC 19)
4.3.3 Genomic SINE DNA target (Rum-97 primers and its TaqMan probe)
From three selected primers targeting the bovine and ruminant genomic DNA for
SINE sequences, the primer pair Rum-97 showed in the preliminary tests more
specificity and sensitivity than the other two primer pairs. According to the results of a
real-time PCR using SYBR Green I, no Ct-values were obtained with 100% raw
meat.
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4.3.3.1 Specificity
Searching in BLASTN showed that the forward and reverse primers aligned
specifically (100%) with the bovine genome (B. taurus DNA for SINE sequence,
GenBank accession number X64125). The alignment with other ruminant species
(sheep, goats and giraffes) ranged from complete to mismatch in two to four bases in
different genes.  The TaqMan probe aligned specifically with the genomic DNA
sequences of cattle, sheep and goats. Results of the BLASTN search revealed also
that there are no significant similarities between the primers or the TaqMan probe
and other animal or plant species available in the BLAST.
The specificity of primers to bovine DNA was confirmed in a real-time PCR using
SYBR Green I. All plant samples and animal species other than cattle, sheep,
goats and giraffes were negative (figures 15, 16, 17 and 18).
Figure 15: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
isolated from different plant feedstuffs (corn, wheat, barley, oat,
soybean, pea, rice, raps, rye, potato, and sunflower seed) with the
primers SINE Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Figure 16: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
isolated from different plant feedstuffs (corn, wheat, barley, oat,
soybean, pea, rice, raps, rye, potato, and sunflower seed) with the
primers SINE Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
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Figure 17: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
isolated from different animal species (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs,
horses, dogs, cats, chickens, turkeys, and fish) and fish with the
primers SINE Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Figure 18: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
isolated from different animal species (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs,
horses, dogs, cats, chickens, turkeys, and fish) and fish with the
primers SINE Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
4.3.3.2 Sensitivity in dilution series of raw meat
Figure 19 shows the real-time PCR of 10-fold dilutions of bovine DNA from 10-1 to
10-10, extracted from raw beef with the primers Rum-97, using SYBR Green I.
The Ct-value of 10-1 was 16.0 and the Ct-value of 10-8 was 39.4.
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Figure 19: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw bovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
The melting curve in figure 20 shows that the melting point was the same (81.5) for
most dilutions. In the DNA dilutions 10-9 and 10-10, two melting points were observed.
One of these showed the specific melting temperature, while the other was equal to
the negative control. The DNA concentration of 10-8 can be regarded as the detection
limit.
Figure 20: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw bovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the genomic DNA concentration in figure
21 show that R2 = 107.9.
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Figure 21: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of genomic
DNA (ng) extracted from raw bovine meat
In figure 22 and 23, the ovine dilutions from 10-1 to 10-10 were assayed. The dilutions
from 10-1 to 10-7 have the same melting point (81.5°C), while the melting points of the
DNA dilutions, 10-8, 10-9 and 10-10 were 77.5, 77.5, and 76.5, respectively. The ovine
DNA concentration of 10-7 can be regarded as the detection limit.
Figure 22: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw ovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Figure 23: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw ovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
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Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the genomic DNA concentration in figure
24 show that R2 = 98.1.
Figure 24: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of genomic
DNA (ng) extracted from raw ovine meat
The PCR assay of goat DNA as shown in figure 25 was nearly the same as that of
bovine DNA. The melting point (figure 26) of dilutions from 10-1 to 10-8 was the same
(81.5), while the melting point of the dilutions 10-9 and 10-10 was 77.5°C. The goat
DNA dilution of 10-8 can be regarded as the detection limit.
Figure 25: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw caprine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Figure 26: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw caprine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the genomic DNA concentration in figure
27 show that R2 = 97.7.
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Figure 27: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of genomic
DNA (ng) extracted from raw caprine meat
The designed TaqMan probe was tested to determine the detection limit in order to
assure the specificity and sensitivity. Optimization of the TaqMan probe with the
primers was very difficult. In figure 28, results of the PCR of the 10-fold serial
dilutions of bovine DNA showed less specificity and reproducibility. Furthermore,
negative controls gave positive signals at Ct-values of 37-38. Although the assay was
optimized to be completed in 35 cycles, it was less reproducible in application for the
detection of MBM in different samples. Electrophoresis of the PCR products (figure
30) shows that the negative control produced no products, while the band of the PCR
product of dilution 10-8 could be visualized (lane 4).
Figure 28: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
dilutions isolated from raw bovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97 and its TaqMan probe
Plots of Ct-values versus the logarithm of the genomic DNA concentration in figure
29 show that R2 = 120.4.
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Figure 29: Standard curve and corresponding regression data obtained by
plotting Ct-values versus the logarithm of the amount of bovine
genomic DNA (ng) dilutions with the primers SINE Rum-97 and
its TaqMan probe
                                                                                                     97 bp
                 
Figure 30: Electrophoresis of the real-time PCR products of raw bovine meat
with the primers SINE Rum-97 and its TaqMan probe: Lane 1,
negative control; L2, 10-10;  L3, 10-9; L4, 10-8; L5, 10-7; L6, 10-6 L7,
10-5; L8, 10-4; L9, 10-3; L10, 10-2; L11, 10-1; L12, 100% raw bovine
meat; M, DNA size marker (pUC 19)
4.3.3.3 Influence of heat treatment on sensitivity
Figures 31 and 32 show the real-time PCR of DNA isolated from autoclaved bovine
meat. The Ct-values were 31.3 for B I (135°C), 28.0 for B II (132°C), 27.0 for B III
(129°C) and 17.1 for B IV (126°C).
Figure 31: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from laboratory autoclaved bovine meat with the primers
SINE Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
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Figure 32: Melting curve of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from autoclaved bovine meat with the primers SINE
Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
4.3.4 Genomic DNA target (primers Myostatine and its TaqMan probe)
In figure 33, DNA extracted from raw beef was assayed using the Myostatine primers
and the TaqMan probe specific for mammalian and poultry species. Results showed
that a limit of 10-2 (1%) could be detected. This result was confirmed by
electrophoresis of the PCR products as shown in figure 34. Although a level of 10-3
(0.1%) was higher than the threshold, it tested negative with electrophoresis.
Figure 33: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of diluted genomic DNA
extracted from raw bovine meat with the primers Myostatine and
its TaqMan probe
                                                                         97 bp
Figure 34: Electrophoresis of the real-time PCR products with the primers
Myostatine and its TaqMan probe: Lane 1, Negative control; L 2,
10-4; L 3, 10-3; L 4, 10-2; L 5, 10-1; L 6, 100% raw bovine DNA
template; M, DNA size marker (pUC 19)
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Results of the real-time PCR of DNA isolated from a bovine cell culture (figure 35)
revealed that a concentration of 50 cells was the detection limit.
Figure 35: Results of real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA extracted
from the bovine cell culture with primers Myostatine and its
TaqMan probe
The sensitivity of the PCR to laboratory autoclaved beef was tested. Only bovine
DNA extracted from the samples B III (129°C) and B IV (126°C) could be detected,
as shown in figure 36.
Figure 36: Results of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from laboratory autoclaved bovine meat with the primers
Myostatine and its TaqMan probe
4.3.5 Comparison of PCR assays (Bos-109, Rum-97 and Myostatine) in the
detection of ruminant DNA in feedstuffs
a) Identification of autoclaved meat in feedstuffs
In table 13, are the results of the real-time PCR with the primers Bos-109 and its
TaqMan probe. Plant feed samples containing levels 50%, 10%, 5%, and 1% of meat
meals B-II (132°C), B-III (129°C), and B-IV (126°C) were all positive.
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Table 13: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of laboratory
autoclaved bovine meat with the primers Bos-109 and its
TaqMan probe
Temp. B I [135°C (R= 1.2) ] B II [132°C (R= 1.59)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value 32.0
no
Ct
no
Ct
no
Ct
no
Ct 27.0 27.5 28.8 31.4 33.3
Temp. B III [129°C (R= 3.24)] B IV [126°C (R= 6.25)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value 24.0 24.9 27.6 28.5 32.4 18.1 19.4 21.1 22.6 25.8
The plant feed mixture containing 50%, 10%, 5%, and 1% of the meat sample B-I
(135°C) were all negative. Only the 100% meat meal B-I was positive.
In table 14, are the results of the real-time PCR amplification of bovine DNA
extracted from laboratory autoclaved beef with the primers Rum-97, using SYBR
Green I. All samples were detected except for the 1% and 5% concentrations of B-I
(135°C) and the concentration 1% of the meat sample B-II (132°C).
Table 14: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of
laboratory autoclaved bovine meat with the primers SINE Rum-
97, using SYBR Green I
Temp. B I [135°C (R= 1.2) ] B II [132°C (R= 1.59)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value
31.3 33.3 38.1 no
Ct
no
Ct
28.0 33.1 40.7 42.2 no
Ct
Temp. B III [129°C (R= 3.24)] B IV [126°C (R= 6.25)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value
27.0 28.8 32.8 34.7 36.8 17.1 22.5 29.4 34.9 40.0
The assay was also able to detect all samples containing different levels of laboratory
autoclaved ovine meat, except for concentrations of 10%, 5% and 1% of M-I (135°C),
as shown in table 15.
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Table 15: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of
laboratory autoclaved ovine meat with the primers SINE Rum-97,
using SYBR Green I
Temp. M I [135°C (R= 1.2) ] M II [132°C (R= 1.59)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value
25.7 30.7 no
Ct
no
Ct
no
Ct
17.9 21.7 27.1 30.9 36.9
Temp. M III [129°C (R= 3.24)] M IV [126°C (R= 6.25)]
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
value
15.4 17.7 22.5 27.3 31.2 10.9 12.1 14.6 17.4 22.7
For the primers Myostatine- and its TaqMan probe, all plant mix samples containing
meat meals B-I (135°C) and B-II (132°C) were negative (table 16). Plant feed mixture
containing 50%, 10%, 5%, and 1% meat meal B-III (129°C) and 1% of B-IV (126°C)
were also negative. Only 100% B-III, 100% B-IV and the mixtures of 50%, 10% and
5% of the meat meal B-IV were positive.
Table 16: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of
laboratory autoclaved bovine meat with the primers Myostatine
and its TaqMan probe
Temp. 129°C (R= 3.24) 126°C (R= 6.25)
Meat % 100 50 10 5 1 100 50 10 5 1
Result Ct-
Value 27.9
no
Ct
no
Ct
no
Ct
no
Ct 26.9 27.8 30.8 33.0
no
Ct
b) Identification of industrial MBM in feedstuffs
Results of the real-time PCR assay with the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe
are shown in table 17. All MBM samples and their mixtures could be detected except
the mixtures containing 1% of both MBM-1 and MBM-2.
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Table 17: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of mtDNA extracted
from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of industrial
MBM with the primers Bos-109 and its TaqMan probe
Sample
(R-value) MBM% in Feed mixtures
100% 50% 10% 5% 1%
MBM 1 (0.98) 30.43 30.87 34.81 36.86 no Ct
MBM 2 (1.08) 29.65 30.00 33.68 34.61 no Ct
MBM 3 (0.97) 27.21 27.69 30.93 32.58 34.97
MBM 4 (1.46) 27.37 29.32 30.68 32.12 33.94
MBM 5 (1.45) 28.13 30.30 32.00 32.39 35.25
MBM 6 (1.09) 28.00 28.77 30.58 31.70 32.16
MBM 7 (1.18) 27.63 29.00 30.20 32.14 34.64
MBM 8 (1.28) 26.48 27.63 29.87 32.29 33.74
MBM 9 (3.49) 25.93 27.55 29.17 31.11 32.06
In table 18, are the results of the real-time PCR with the primers SINE Rum-97,
using SYBR Green I. It should be emphasized that nearly all levels of MBM in
feedstuff were detectable. Only concentrations of 10%, 5% and 1% of MBM-1 and
1% of both MBM-5 and MBM-7 were negative.
Table 18: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of
industrial MBM with the primers Rum-97, using SYBR Green I
Sample
(R-value) MBM% in Feed mixtures
100 50 10 5 1
MBM 1 (0.98) 36.4 38.0 no Ct no Ct no Ct
MBM 2 (1.08) 26.8 30.9 34.7 37.8 41.7
MBM 3 (0.97) 24.8 29.0 32.9 37.6 40.9
MBM 4 (1.46) 29.8 31.0 38.0 39.2 40.8
MBM 5 (1.45) 25.0 29.0 37.2 40.4 no Ct
MBM 6 (1.09) 29.8 31.9 34.5 37.2 38.8
MBM 7 (1.18) 31.2 33.8 39.1 41.5 no Ct
MBM 8 (1.28) 19.58 26.5 27.4 29.4 31.4
MBM 9 (3.49) 23.7 30.3 34.3 38.3 43.5
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For the primers Myostatine and its TaqMan probe (table 19), most of the samples
were negative. Only 100% MBM-8 and MBM-9 were weakly positive.
Table 19: Ct-values of the real-time PCR amplification of genomic DNA
extracted from plant feed mixtures containing different levels of
industrial MBM with the primers Myostatine and its TaqMan
probe
Sample
(R-value) MBM% in Feed mixtures
100 50 10 5 1
MBM 8
(1.28)
32.54 no Ct no Ct no Ct no Ct
MBM 9
(3.49)
30.38 no Ct no Ct no Ct no Ct
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5 DISCUSSION
To prevent the spread of BSE in cattle and the consequent transmission of the
infectious agent to humans, the EUROPEAN COUNCIL DECISION 2000/766/EC bans the
inclusion of PAPs as feed additives in feed for all farm animals. According to article 1
of this decision, PAPs comprise MBM, meat meal, bone meal, blood meal, dried
plasma, poultry offal meal, feather meal, horn meal, hoof meal, hydrolyzed proteins,
dry greaves, fish meal, dicalcium phosphate, gelatin, and similar products containing
one or more of these components. MBM is the most important animal by-product in
this list. The future perspective in the EU is the renewed permission of MBM for
animal feed. The recent issued animal by-product EUROPEAN REGULATION
2002/1774/EC, which has been applied since May 2003, emphasized the avoidance
of intra-species recycling, i.e. the feeding of animals with processed proteins from the
same species. To enforce this EU legislation, appropriate sterilization conditions are
necessary for the addition of animal meal as a protein supplement to mixed feeds for
non-ruminants. Furthermore, the availability of reliable analytical methods for the
control of protein supplementation is required. In this study, PCR is evaluated as an
alternative and sensitive method for the detection of MBM in compound feedstuffs.
5.1 MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF MBM IN FEEDSTUFFS
The microscopic identification of animal material has proven to be effective by the
EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISION 98/88/EC. It continues to be used in the routine
analysis of feedstuffs by many laboratories because of its advantages:
· Minimal sample preparation.
· Inexpensive equipment.
· High sensitivity.
· Ability to detect MBM in feedstuffs regardless of the processing method.
In figure 2, photos A and B show mammalian and fish bone fragments under the
microscope. The globular appearance of animal bone and the elliptical to globular
shape of its lacunae are its most characteristic features. Fish bone has more
elongated lacunae with a fusiform net of canaliculation around the lacunae. The
absence of these characteristic features in a feed sample indicates the absence of
MBM from the feed (photo C). Many studies were carried out in the EU for the
evaluation of this method. The results of the ring trials made in 1997 and 1998 and
reported by ENGLING et al. (2000) showed high sensitivity in the detection of animal
MBM at a contamination level of 0.1%. Fishmeal was not included in the study. In the
evaluative study of VAN RAAMSDONK and VAN DER-VOET (2003), the examination was
performed on MBM samples with low (13%) and high (54%) concentrations of bone
fractions. Although the terrestrial animal tissues could be properly detected, even in
the case of MBM with low concentrations of bone fractions, all false negatives and
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two of the false positives concerned samples containing whole fishmeal more than
those contaminated with fish trimmings.
In the evaluative study of GIZZI et al. (2003), the detection of MBM at 0.1% in
samples containing fishmeal could be achieved if a suitable protocol was applied and
a sufficient level of expertise was present.
Generally, the microscopic method is limited by the following:
· Quantification of animal meal can only be made when bone fragments are
present in the sample.
· The method depends upon the professional skills of the tester.
· It is unable to detect whether the MBM sterilized according to the EU
Legislation. Thus, it can only detect the presence of prohibited animal meal in
feedstuffs.
· The meat components of fish, poultry or mammals are difficult to distinguish.
· Differentiation between warm-blooded terrestrial animals and poultry by their
bone constituents is problematic.
· Differentiation between materials derived from ruminants and pigs is
impossible.
· Only a low number of samples can be examined per day.
The use of an electron microscope can improve the efficiency of feed examination,
but such an extensive procedure cannot be carried out in routine analyses due to the
great number of very finely ground bone particles often found in feedstuffs (HAHN
1999). The inspection agencies responsible for controlling feedstuffs are obviously in
need of additional methods that help improve the detection procedures and
overcome problems associated with feed microscopy.
5.2 ELISA
The proper heat treatment of animal meal is one of the most important parameters
recommended for preventing the spread of BSE. The EUROPEAN COUNCIL DECISION
99/534/EC detailed these processing parameters. ELISA is currently the only
applicable technique for examining animal meal for appropriate sterilization
conditions. ELISA is based on an antigen-antibody reaction. Antigens and antibodies
are proteins that can be altered by many factors, including temperature treatment.
VON HOLST et al. (2001) found that the resulting R-value is strongly affected by the
temperature and duration of the heat treatment of animal proteins. In contrast, the
meat composition has a weaker direct influence on the R-value. MOMCILOVIC and
RASOOLY (2000) reported the effects of temperature on protein structure. These
effects include the denaturation and degradation of proteins and the formation of
complexes with polysaccharides. Using a validated ELISA-test like the ELISA-TEK
PORK M&BM Kit, the improper processing of animal meal can be detected. A critical
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point is the cut-off of the test, which can distinguish insufficiently heat-treated animal
meals from those properly processed. Studies for the ELISA test (Cortecs) by
UNGLAUB (1997) and VON HOLST et al. (2001) revealed that if the R-value does not
exceed 2.0, compliance with the minimum sterilization conditions is indicated. An R-
value below 1.0 gives a strong indication that the animal meal has been sufficiently
processed (BJÖRKLUND et al. 2001).
The species and the amount of animal meal present in compound feedstuffs play an
important role in the evaluation of ELISA results. Currently, most laboratories use the
commercially available ELISA test kit for pork in routine analysis for the surveillance
of rendering plants. The ELISA test for pork is more sensitive than that for beef in the
detection of properly heated MBM (HOFMANN 1996 and VON HOLST et al. 2000).
Since animal meal produced in Germany contains mainly porcine material, the ELISA
test kit for pork was used in this study to detect appropriate processing temperatures.
Analysis of the laboratory sterilized meat (table 11) revealed that meat sterilized at
temperatures 129°C and 126°C delivered positive ELISA responses of R=3.24 and
R=6.25, respectively. These values decreased when the sterilization approached the
target temperature of 133°C (R-value of 1.20 for meat heated to 135°C and of 1.59
for meat heated to 132°C). The R-values of analyzed commercial MBM samples 4, 5,
7, and 8 indicated sufficient sterilization. Using the R-value of the reference standard
of the applied ELISA-TEK PORK M&BM Kit as the cut-off, it can be considered
doubtful that the sample 4 and 5 were heated sufficiently. The MBM samples 1, 2, 3,
and 6 gave R-values around 1.0, indicating that they were subjected to a high degree
of sterilization conditions. Obviously, MBM-9 was insufficiently sterilized (R=3.49).
Generally, for ELISA results to be reliable, the fraction of pork in the raw material for
MBM should be at least 10%. If the fraction is below this limit, deviations from the
European standard sterilization process cannot be detected. Commercial ELISA test
kits for beef are approved for samples containing at least 20% bovine meat. Thus,
the beef kit could complement the previously validated test kit for pork in cases where
a 10% pork composition cannot be assured (BJÖRKLUND et al. 2001 and PALLARONI
et al. 2001). However, it can be concluded that the analytical sensitivity for heat
treatment would be insufficient even with the combination of two ELISAs (pork and
beef); if an animal meal represented more than 80% material originating from species
other than cattle or pigs, such as poultry. Furthermore, the application of the ELISA
technique does not guarantee the adulteration or the absence of animal waste
ingredients in fish-based feedstuffs.
A few reports describe the application of the ELISA-technique for the identification of
animal meals in compound animal feedstuffs. The identification of animal meal can
be complicated when MBM is treated according to the EU standard and is mixed with
compound animal feedstuffs in small amounts. For example, in the study of
KINGOMBE et al. (2001), MBM samples with both positive and negative ELISA- results
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(R-values between 0.7 and 2.9) gave positive results in PCR tests. In addition, the
high R-values of two samples composed of 100% vegetable feed suggested that the
feedstuffs contained antigenic substances that cross-reacted with the anti-pork
antibodies of the ELISA test.  Similar cross-reactions were confirmed in the study of
ANSFIELD et al. (2000), in which some compound feedstuffs containing no ruminant or
porcine proteins consistently gave elevated absorbance values with both ruminant
and porcine ELISAs. Although ANSFIELD et al. (2000) improved their ELISA to avoid
these cross-reactions and to increase sensitivity, the test was neither reproducible in
other laboratories (JRC, Ispra 1999) nor did it provide sufficient specificity in a recent
EU- ring trial (GIZZI et al. 2003).
5.3  PCR
Molecular biological methods can detect specifically targeted DNA in various
analytical materials, including heat-treated meals. Therefore, they are thought to be
suitable for the identification of species-specific DNA in MBM and concentrate
mixtures (KRÈMÁØ and RENÈOVÁ 2001). Most species-specific PCR assays are
based on the detection of mtDNA sequences. For the analysis of feedstuffs, these
assays are applied only for the qualitative detection of specific tissue materials,
irrespective of the effect of heat treatment on the integrity and amplifyability of target
sequences.  Among several methods presented in scientific literatures, only a small
number takes the thermal degradation of DNA into consideration.
5.3.1 Evaluation of isolated DNA
Several protocols have been developed for the extraction of DNA from mixed MBM
samples with plant components. The first method developed by BOOM et al. (1990)
was based on silica particles. Due to problems with DNA extraction, this method has
been improved either by centrifugation of the eluted DNA to remove inhibitors
(TARTAGLIA et al. 1998) or by the addition of á-casein to the lysis buffer in order to
enhance the quality of the extracted nucleic acids (LAHIFF et al. 2001). Although
these improvements produced DNA-templates of good quality, the results of many
protocols revealed that the commercial DNA isolation kits generally have better
performance, especially when applied in routine analysis.
A basic problem with feed control is the examination of representative sample
volumes. False positive or false negative results of PCR assays were the main
problems produced in the evaluative study of GIZZI et al. (2003) when using small
quantities of feed samples for DNA extraction. According to the original CTAB
protocol for feed, an amount of 100 mg per sample is to be analyzed. In this study,
the amount of the sample increased to 2 g and the incubation time with the CTAB
extraction buffer and proteinase-K increased to about 4 hours. These modifications
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aimed to reduce the influence of inhomogeneous samples and to increase the yield
of the target DNA.  Additionally, the presence of CTAB in a highly ionic solution
enables the elimination of the excess proteins and polysaccharides usually contained
in animal feeds. Finally, the additional use of a commercial DNA isolation kit (HPPT)
enables the further inactivation of nucleases and the removal of probable inhibitors,
as well as the concentration and purification of DNA.
In general, DNA is a suitable target for species identification because of its relative
heat stability compared to protein structures (MENDOZA-ROMERO et al. 2004). Under
high temperature treatment, dsDNA may be converted into single-stranded (ss) DNA
and may be degraded into shorter fragments (MOMCILOVIC and RASOOLY 2000). Also,
in this study, the measurements of dsDNA using a spectrophotometer indicate a
great reduction of its concentration in meat samples subjected to heat treatment
(table 12). Meat heat-treated under high temperature and pressure (bovine and ovine
meat treated at 135°C and 132°C) has the lowest amount of dsDNA. The
concentration of dsDNA was found to gradually increase as the temperature and
pressure of the wet treatment decreased. Electrophoresis of isolated DNA showed
dense and large DNA bands of high molecular weight for plant mixture and raw meat
DNA templates (figure 3). For meat autoclaved under lower temperatures (129°C and
126°C), the amount of totally extracted DNA was obviously much lower and was
accompanied by dominating low molecular bands. DNA isolated from all industrial
MBM samples was of very low molecular weight and could not be visualized. It is
significant that a reduction in the quantity and size of the extracted DNA correlated
with an increase in the temperature and pressure of the sterilization process.
5.3.2 Mitochondrial DNA target (Bos-109 primers and its TaqMan probe)
The mtDNA is present in high copy numbers and evolves faster than nuclear DNA.
mtDNA sequences exhibit a relatively high degree of variation among vertebrates.
They provide the variation required to enable the design of species specific assays
(COLGAN et al. 2001). The utilization of mtDNA sequences increases the number of
targets available for amplification, relative to genomic single copy DNA. A larger
number of intact target molecules following the rendering process are potentially
provided (MYERS et al. 2001).
5.3.2.1 Specificity
In the BSE crisis, cattle were found to be the animal species responsible for the
transmission of the disease. BSE is transmitted to other cattle and to human beings
by the consumption of feedstuffs and food contaminated with the pathogenic form of
the prion protein. Thus, identification of bovine DNA in feedstuffs is considered to be
the most important factor in controlling the spread of BSE.
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The BLAST 2 sequences search results showed that the primers align specifically
with sequences of the protein-5-encoding gene of bovine mtDNA. For other species,
the forward primer aligned incompletely; i.e., the alignment with horse and goat
mtDNA produced mismatches of 3 and 4 nucleotide bases, respectively. The reverse
primer was found to be aligned only and specifically to bovine mtDNA. These results
indicate that the designed primers can amplify the target bovine mtDNA and that they
are able to detect its presence in feedstuffs. The specificity of the primers has been
further enhanced relative to SYBR Green detection by the use of a TaqMan probe.
The very weak positive signal of goat DNA in the SYBR Green assay disappeared
after using the TaqMan probe, indicating improvement of the specificity of the PCR
assay (figures 4 and 5).
5.3.2.2 Sensitivity
In the previous research, it can be emphasized that the sensitivity of PCR assays can
be measured either by
· Testing serial dilutions of DNA isolated from the raw animal material being
tested and then measuring by spectrophotometer (GUOLI et al. 1999,
MENDOZA-ROMERO et al. 2004 and TAJIMA et al. 2002).
· or by the addition of laboratory or commercially processed MBM in different
levels to a mixture of feedstuffs or to a mixture of other species not being
tested (CALVO et al. 2002, COLGAN et al. 2001, KRÈMÁØ and RENÈOVÁ 2001,
KUSAMA et al. 2004, LAHIFF et al. 2001, LAHIFF et al. 2002, MYERS et al. 2001
and TARTAGLIA et al. 1998).
In this study, the sensitivity of the assay was examined by running a PCR for a series
of 10-fold bovine DNA dilutions.  Determination of the DNA concentration in raw beef
using a spectrophotometer revealed that 50 mg raw beef produced 466 µg / ml. For
the PCR amplification, 2.5 µl (1.165 µg) were used as an initial DNA template. The
detection limit as shown in figures 6 and 7 of the PCR assay was approximately a
dilution of 10-7 (0.00001%), with a minimum effective level of 116.5 fg of DNA. The
standard curve in figure 8 shows good linearity, as the R Squared value (RSq) was
92.5, close to the value of 1, which indicates a good fitting to the standard curve.
Some PCR assays have been developed for the detection of mtDNA with reported
detection limits of 250 pg of bovine mtDNA and with a fragment size of 274 bp
(MATSUNAGA et al. 1999). Another PCR method detected 1 pg bovine material in a
competitive PCR amplified a fragment size of 147 bp (FREZZA et al. 2003).
In summary, the low detection limit of the developed bovine PCR assay exceeds the
previously reported assays by a minimum of 9-fold. The comparison reveals that an
improvement of the detection limit was observed due to the shortening of the
amplicon size, as was expected.
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Most PCR-based assays for MBM (BELLAGAMBA et al. 2003, COLGAN et al. 2001,
FREZZA et al. 2003, GUOLI et al. 1999, KUSAMA et al. 2004, LAHIFF et al. 2001,
MATSUNAGA et al. 1999, MYERS et al. 2001, TAJIMA et al. 2002, TARTAGLIA et al. 1998
and WANG et al. 2001) applied gel electrophoresis for the analysis of PCR products.
In addition, conventional PCR amplification was performed usually in a volume of
50µl that included 10 µl of template DNA. For real-time PCR, 2.5 µl of template DNA
were included in a 20 µl final reaction volume. Therefore, the template represented a
concentration 37.5% lower than the amount of template used in the conventional
PCR assays.
Another experiment in this study for the calculation of the sensitivity of the
mitochondrial real-time PCR was based on a series of DNA templates extracted from
diluted cell culture ranging from 10+6 to 10+1 cells per 200 µl DNA template. The
ability of the PCR assay to detect an equivalent of 0.25 cells, as shown in figure 9,
indicates that a very low number of mtDNA can be detected. Although the real-time
curves are less reproducible at this level, they gave significantly higher signals than
the negative control, and the results were confirmed with electrophoresis analysis
(figure 10).
5.3.3 Genomic SINE DNA target (Rum-97)
5.3.3.1 Specificity
According to the published PCR assays of GUOLI et al. (1999), MENDOZA-ROMERO et
al. (2004), TAJIAMA et al. (2002) and WALKER et al. (2003), it should be emphasized
that primers amplifying a short fragment of SINE revealed higher sensitivity,
especially with highly degraded DNA. Thus, the primers Rum-97 were chosen to
generate a short amplicon of 97-bp from the Bov-2 SINE.
The results of the BLASTN search showed that the affinity of the primers Rum-97 to
the DNA target was greater for beef and goat than for sheep material. This difference
was reasonably ascribed to mismatches in the complementary DNA region. Results
of real-time PCR assays for different animal and plant species using SYBR Green
dye in figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 indicate the specificity of the primers Rum-97 to
ruminant species.
5.3.3.2 Sensitivity
When the DNA template of the 100% raw meat sample was assayed, the real-time
curves matched very badly and the Ct-value could not be calculated. This result was
repeatedly observed without known cause; though the large quantity of genomic DNA
in the sample had the effect of an inhibitor. From the results in figures 19, 20, 22, 23,
25 and 26, the detection limits of DNA isolated from raw meat were 10-8 (11.6 fg),
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10-7 (116 fg) and 10-8 (11.6 fg) for cattle, sheep and goats, respectively.
These results of the real-time PCR assay indicate a higher expected sensitivity of the
assay to genomic DNA of cattle and goats than of sheep.
These levels compare favorably with the real-time PCR assay of the genomic
Myostatine-gene (10-3 or 2.33 ng) and the published detection limit of 0.1%, reported
by LAUBE et al. (2001). Also, the detection limits in this study were lower than the
limits of bovine and ruminant SINE DNA (0.1 pg and 1 pg, respectively) reported by
WALKER et al. (2003). Also, the detection limit of bovine genomic DNA in this study
was lower than the limit of bovine genomic DNA (33.6 fg) in the conventional PCR-
based method of GOULI et al. (1999). Also, the limits of bovine and caprine DNA in
this study were lower than the limit of 18.75 fg of ruminant genomic DNA detected by
TAJIMA et al. (2002).
An agreement of bovine and caprine detection limits in this study was observed with
the detection limit of 10 fg ruminant DNA of Bov-A2 SINE in the real-time PCR assay
of MENDOZA-ROMERO et al. (2004).
The results of the PCR assay of serial dilutions of bovine genomic DNA using the
TaqMan probe in figure 28 and the electrophoretic analysis in figure 30 showed that
the specificity of the assay was lowered by using the probe. Several trials were
performed to solve this problem by lowering the cycle number from 45 to 35 cycles,
but the reproducibility of the assay was found to be low. One probable reason is an
unknown interaction of nucleotides, also occasionally observed in other diagnostic
assays. Finally, the SINE-assay in this study was carried out exclusively in SYBR
Green detection mode.
An important factor that may limit the sensitivity in practice is the contamination with
bovine DNA; for instance, during sample processing or because of the frequent use
of bovine serum albumin in biochemical reagents. In general, an increase in the
sensitivity leads to a greater vulnerability in the results of PCR-based tests. The
proposal MENDOZA-ROMERO et al. (2004) indicated that detection quantification is
required to distinguish positive signals from insignificant contaminations. This is not
applicable to feed examination when there is a low target concentration combined
with high Ct-values.
5.3.4 Influence of heat treatment on sensitivity
In principle, the sensitivity of PCR assays for MBM-detection is limited by the DNA-
degrading effect of high temperatures.  Table 2 summarizes the previously developed
PCR assays using bovine mtDNA as the target sequence for the amplification of
relatively long DNA fragments ranging from 126 to 274 bp. In these assays, PCR
results were detected primarily by electrophoresis except for those detected by the
real-time PCR assay of LAHIFF et al. (2002). Table 3 shows previously developed
PCR assays that used nuclear genomic DNA as the target sequence for
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amplification. Some of them chose a single copy gene as the target sequence
(Phospodiestrase and Myostatine genes of LAUBE et al. 2001); while the others used
SINE or DNA satellite sequences (GUOLI et al. 1999, MENDOZA-ROMERO et al. 2004,
TAJIAMA et al. 2002 and WALKER et al. 2003). All of them amplified DNA fragments
ranging from 88 to 218 bp.
Heat degradation during the MBM-processing required by the European Community
law caused some problems in PCR applications, mainly when the fragments to be
amplified were of long sequences. To avoid these difficulties, primers able to amplify
short fragments (below 300 bp) were found to be optimal (BOTTERO et al. 2003). In
the study of FREZZA et al. (2003), only primers amplifying short fragments of mtDNA
were able to detect MBM treated under high temperature and pressure. The authors
observed that the amplification of the 147-bp template for all of the MBM samples,
including the MBM treated under the severe temperatures specified in the EU
standard, could be performed successfully. Conversely, the amplification of longer
templates was observed only for MBM samples treated at lower temperatures.
Although FREZZA et al. (2003) examined only crude MBM, they concluded that a
PCR-based method designed to amplify relatively short sequences could possibly be
used for the successful analysis of MBM and feeds. Taking these previous results
into consideration, in this study short multi copy fragments of bovine mtDNA and
ruminant genomic (SINE) DNA were chosen as target sequences for amplification.
In correlation to the observed temperature-associated reduction of the absolute
concentration of DNA and its integrity and molecular size, the ability to detect bovine
DNA also decreased dramatically with increased processing temperatures. From the
Ct-values of mitochondrial real-time PCR obtained for experimentally heat-treated
meat shown in figure 13, it should be emphasized that a remarkable reduction of
amplifiable DNA occurs from one temperature level to the next. Taking the idealized
PCR efficiency of 100% as a basis, the difference in Ct-values in 17.58 cycles from
raw to 135°C processed beef indicates a reduced concentration of amplifiable DNA
by the factor of 217.58 (about 1:200 000). Compared to mtDNA content of raw beef,
the PCR amplification of DNA extracted from autoclaved meat that has undergone a
heat treatment of 126°C and 2.6 bar pressure (Ct-value of 18.22) shows a loss of
about 92.8% of mtDNA. The subsequent sterilization at 129°C and 2.8 bar pressure
(Ct-value of 23.2) leads to the additional loss of 96.4% of the amplifiable DNA. Even
in the critical range of the real sterilization temperature of 129°C to 135°C, an
ongoing destruction of DNA was observed. Setting amplifiable DNA at 129°C as
100%, the remaining amounts are about 38.7% at 132°C and only 0.58% at 135°C,
respectively. This considerable drop in detectable DNA surely has a strong influence
on the detection of MBM in feed.
In the previously described results of the ELISA test for autoclaved meat (table 11),
the meat samples that had been sterilized at 135°C and 132°C gave R-values of 1.20
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and 1.59, respectively. According to the conclusions of UNGLAUB (1997) and VON
HOLST et al. (2001), R-values of lower than 2 indicate compliance with the European
minimum sterilization conditions. Sufficient heat treatment is also confirmed in
relation to the mean R-value of 1.8 of the standard reference sample in the ELISA
test kit, although the real temperature in the second sample was slightly below the
required level. Furthermore, from a comparison of the R-values of the 132°C- and
135°C-treated experimental meals with commercial meals (table 11), it can be
concluded that the biological effect of heat treatment is the same in both cases.
Consequently, the experimental results obtained with these two laboratory
autoclaved meals can be considered as representative for commercial meals.
In contrast to the mitochondrial real-time PCR, which allows DNA detection even
after sterilization at 135°C and a pressure of 3.3 bar, the Myostatine real-time PCR
assay detected only bovine meat meals B III (sterilized at 129°C and 2.8 bar
pressure) and B IV (sterilized at 126°C and 2.6 bar pressure). The other two meat
samples B I and B II (treated at 135°C and 132°C, respectively) remained negative.
Similar results were reported in the study of KINGOMBE et al. (2001), where the PCR-
assays of MATSUNAGA et al. (1999) and WOLF et al. (1999) gave negative results for
DNA extracted from MBM (R-value of 2.10) treated at < 128°C and < 2.6 bar
pressure. Compared with both the Myostatine real-time PCR assay and the study of
KINGOMBE et al. (2001), it can be concluded that the PCR assay of Bos-109 is more
sensitive and able to identify bovine DNA from meat processed under high
temperature and pressure.
TAJIMA et al. (2002) reported the development of PCR assays for the detection of
ruminant-, pig-, and chicken-derived materials, based on sequences of short and long
interspersed repetitive elements. There are several limitations to their method. Not
only is the detection of PCR products exclusively gel based, but also the large size of
the PCR products (179-201 bp) may limit their utility for testing trace forensic
materials that contain degraded DNA.
Figure 31 shows the results of real-time PCR amplification of laboratory autoclaved
bovine meat samples using the primers Rum-97 with a SYBR Green assay.
Generally, in the 10-fold DNA dilutions, Ct-values in every dilution increase in about 3
cycles. Because of the inhibitors associated with large amount of genomic DNA, the
Ct-value of raw meat may be calculated as 13 from results in figure 19, in which the
bovine DNA concentration of 10-1 has Ct-value of 16. Taking the idealized PCR
efficiency of 100% as a basis, the difference in Ct-values of 18.3 cycles between raw
and 135°C processed beef indicates a reduced concentration of amplifiable DNA by
the factor of 218.3 (more than 1: 322 000). The successive losses of genomic DNA
due to heat treatment were calculated as 94.2% for meat sterilized at 126°C, 99.8%
for meat treated at 129°C, 50% for meat treated at 132°C and  89.8% for meat
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treated at 135°C. Although these losses of genomic DNA were very large, the PCR
assay was able to detect meat treated at 135°C and 3.3 bar pressure for 20 min,
indicating its high sensitivity.
To evaluate a PCR method, the sensitivity and applicability of the assay should be
tested for processed animal meals of different sources. In principle, a high surplus of
DNA matrix can decrease the sensitivity of PCR due to competition with the specific
target molecules for primer binding. The dramatic reduction of DNA caused by the
sterilization process may result in a booster effect of the excess of plant DNA in
mixtures with MBM.
From the results of the PCR assays of autoclaved meat samples in feedstuffs (tables
13, 14, 15 and  16), it should be emphasized that the primers Bos-109 and its
TaqMan probe and the primers Rum-97 with SYBR Green assay were able to
detect very low levels of degraded bovine DNA in feedstuffs. Comparatively, the real-
time PCR assay of Myostatine was found to be of lower sensitivity, as beef
processed under high temperature could not be detected in all mixed samples.
For industrial MBM mixtures, the sensitivity of both real-time PCR assays (Bos-109
and Rum-97) was nearly the same (tables 17 and 18).  Although MBM 1, 2, and 3
were processed under very strict conditions, the real-time PCR assays of
mitochondrial Bos-109 and genomic SINE-Rum-97 were able to detect low
concentrations (5%) of bovine DNA in feedstuffs. In contrast, the real-time PCR
assay of Myostatine (table 19) shows limited sensitivity to most samples.
Compared to this study, several other reported PCR assays were able to detect lower
levels of MBM in feedstuffs, such as 0.125% (KRÈMÁØ and RENÈOVÁ 2001, MYERS et
al 2001, TARTAGLIA et al. 1998 and WANG et al. 2000). These authors neither
examined the processing method of the MBM samples nor determined their R-value
with an ELISA test, which can give an impression about the extent of bovine DNA
degradation due to heat treatment. In this study, for both experimental animal meals
and commercial MBM, a stringent causal chain of the extension of temperature
treatment, the R-value of the ELISA for the determination of appropriate heat
treatment, the content of intact and amplifyable DNA, and the sensitivity of MBM-
detection in compound feeds were examined. Taking into consideration the different
effectiveness of sterilization in rendering plants and the correlated biological effects
(GAEDE 1998 and WEBER 1998), irrespective of the physical process control, the
validation of each PCR assay must include the analysis of the material treated under
a defined variety of processing conditions. Without this precondition, the reliability of
PCR assays for MBM detection is doubtful.
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5.4 Conclusion
The results of the present study show that in principle the detection of animal meal
with the PCR is possible. There are several scientific reports that describe a variety
of PCR modifications also described by other authors. In most cases, conventional
PCR-assays require the electrophoretic detection of amplicons. The main
disadvantage of this procedure is the risk of contamination as a consequence of
openly handling PCR products. Due to the need for extremely sensitive assays,
contamination poses a crucial problem. Real-time PCR assays were developed to
avoid the risk of contamination and to obtain additional quantitative information for
this study.
The heat treatment necessary for the sterilization of animal meal is associated with a
rapidly increasing degradation effect on DNA. Increased processing temperatures are
correlated with a further loss of amplifyable DNA, resulting in the need for more
sensitive analytical assays. Although the sensitivity of the PCR increased when multi-
copy genes and short amplicons as PCR targets were used, these results do not
provide sufficient analytical reliability for the detection of animal meals sterilized by
extreme temperature treatments exceeding 132°C. Within the EU, the recommended
BSE prophylaxis is to hold the material at ≥ 133°C and at ≥ 3 bar pressure for ≥ 20
min.
As shown by the investigation of commercial animal meal, it is obvious that in some
rendering plants, intensified processing treatment conditions are applied to increase
the products safety. Animal meal sterilized in this manner can hardly be detected in
animal feedstuffs with sufficient sensitivity using PCR. A limitation of the processing
conditions is not necessary and should not be taken into consideration. Therefore, at
present, PCR or other DNA-analytical methods should not be used as the exclusive
analytical method for determining the presence of animal meal in animal feedstuffs.
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The rapid identification of animal components in feedstuffs and the detection of
insufficiently heat-treated MBM are necessary for the effective prophylaxis of BSE.
The most important methods used for this purpose are microscopic inspection, ELISA
tests and PCR. The problems associated with the detection of MBM in feedstuffs of
both microscopic examination (species identification) and ELISA tests (false positive
results with plant feedstuffs) have increased the need for DNA analytical methods.
Several recently published PCR assay studies didnt include the effects of heat
treatment on DNA or its suitability for amplification. In this study, two distinct real-time
PCR-assays were developed and evaluated to identify prohibited MBM in compound
feedstuffs.
These PCR assays amplify short mitochondrial and genomic multi-copy sequences,
allowing a sensitive detection of bovine and/or ruminant DNA. The detection was
carried out for a 109-bp fragment of a PCR product of the mitochondrial target via a
TaqMan probe and a 97-bp PCR amplicon of the genomic SINE target with SYBR
Green I. To evaluate these PCR assays, experimental animal meals were treated
under rising temperatures ranging from 126°C to 135°C. Additionally, nine
commercial animal meals of different origins and unknown compositions were also
included in the study.
For estimation of the sterilization efficiency, both the experimental and the
commercial animal meals were examined with an animal meal ELISA test (ELISA
Technologies Inc.). Afterwards, a vegetable reference feedstuff was manufactured, to
which animal meals were added in concentrations of 50%, 10%, 5% and 1 %.
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The results of the ELISA indicated that the 135°C and/or 132°C sterilized meat and
eight out of nine MBM samples were sufficiently sterilized. For the MBM samples 1, 2
and 3, the ELISA results indicated that they were processed under extreme heat
treatment. This assumption was confirmed by the evaluation of the temperature
records of the sterilizer (approximately 137°C at 3.4 bar). For meat samples sterilized
at 129°C and 126°C and for the MBM-9, the results of the ELISA indicated
insufficient heating.
For the mitochondrial real-time PCR, all experimental animal meals and their
mixtures were detectable with the exception of the 135°C-heated beef mixtures in
plant matrix. With the commercial MBM samples, all mixtures were positive,
excluding the 1% concentration of highly heated MBM-1 and MBM-2.
In the genomic real-time PCR, the mixtures of the experimental animal meals were
positive excluding the 1% and 5% concentrations of beef sterilized at 135°C and the
1% of beef processed at 132°C as well as the 10 %, 5% and 1% mixtures of lamb
sterilized at 135°C. The test results of the commercial MBM samples in
concentrations of 10%, 5% and 1% (MBM-1) and 1 % (MBM-5 and MBM-7) were
negative. The animal meal heating test indicated that MBM-1 and MBM-7 had been
subjected to high sterilization temperatures.
Comparatively, the Myostatine-PCR assay used in the study showed an obviously
lower sensitivity. During the examination of the experimental animal meals, only the
sample containing 100% beef sterilized at 129°C and the concentrations of 100%,
50%, 10% and 5% of meat samples heated to 126°C were positive. Only the
undiluted commercial animal meals MBM-8 and MBM-9 were identified.
The identification of animal meals with the PCR method is possible in principle as has
been described by other authors. However the achievable sensitivity depends up on
the influence of the real temperatures and pressures present during the animal meal
sterilization. The results of this study show that using PCR procedures or other DNA
analytical methods for the detection of animal meals may be insufficient when animal
meals have been subjected to very high temperatures. Therefore, the PCR should
not be used as an exclusive analytical method at present.
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Der sensitive Nachweis von Tiermehl in tierischen Futtermitteln, vor allem für
Wiederkäuer, ist für die wirkungsvolle BSE-Prophylaxe unerläßlich. Die
mikroskopische Untersuchung als das wichtigste hierfür verwendete Verfahren
verfügt bei sehr hoher Sensitivität über den Nachteil der fehlenden Möglichkeit zur
Differenzierung der Ursprungsspezies bei Tiermehlen von Geflügel oder Säugern.
Dies ist insbesondere im Hinblick auf die für die Europäische Union erwogene
Wiederzulassung der Tiermehlverfütterung mit Ausnahme der Intraspezies-
Verwendung eine gravierende Unzulänglichkeit. Die PCR als derzeit wichtigstes
alternatives Verfahren erlaubt grundsätzlich diese Speziesdifferenzierung. Allerdings
ist zu erwarten, daß die Integrität der zu untersuchenden DNA und damit die
Sensitivität der PCR wesentlich von der Intensität der thermischen Sterilisation bei
der Tiermehlherstellung beeinflußt werden.
Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden zunächst zwei unabhängig einsetzbare
real-time PCR-Verfahren entwickelt, die durch die Amplifikation von kurzen
genomischen bzw. mitochondrialen Multi-Copy-Sequenzen einen sensitiven
Nachweis von boviner und/oder Wiederkäuer-DNA erlauben. Die Detektion erfolgte
für das 109 bp große PCR-Produkt des mitochondrialen Targets durch eine TaqMan-
Sonde und für das 97 bp große PCR-Produkt des genomischen SINE-Targets mit
SYBR Green I. Für die spezielle Evaluierung dieser Testsysteme wurden zunächst
experimentelle Tiermehle unter steigenden Erhitzungstemperaturen von 126-135°C
hergestellt. Daneben wurden 9 kommerzielle Tiermehle verschiedener Herkunft und
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unbekannter Zusammensetzung in die Versuche einbezogen. Zur Einschätzung der
Erhitzungseffizienz wurden sowohl die experimentellen als auch die kommerziellen
Tiermehle zunächst mit dem als Tiermehl-Erhitzungstest verwendbaren ELISA der
Firma ELISA Technologies untersucht. Danach wurde ein pflanzliches Referenzfutter
hergestellt, dem diese Tiermehle in Konzentrationen zu 50, 10, 5 und 1 % beimischt
wurden.
Die Ergebnisse des Erhitzungstest zeigten an, daß bei 135 bzw. 132°C sterilisiertes
Fleisch und 8 von 9 MBM-Proben als ausreichend erhitzt zu beurteilen waren. Für die
Tiermehle MBM 1, 2 und 3 deutete der ELISA auf eine stärkere Hitzeeinwirkung hin.
Diese Vermutung wurde durch Auswertung der Temperaturaufzeichnung des
Sterilisators bestätigt, die auf eine Behandlungstemperatur von ca. 137°C bei 3,4 bar
hindeutete. Für bei 129 und 126°C sterilisiertes Fleisch und MBM-9 zeigten der
ELISA eine unzureichende Erhitzung an.
Für die mitochondriale real-time PCR waren die experimentellen Tiermehle und die
daraus hergestellten Mischungen waren mit Ausnahme der Gemische mit 135°C-
erhitztem Rindfleisch nachweisbar. Bei kommerziellen MBM-Proben waren alle
Mischungen positiv, ausgenommen die 1-%ige Konzentration der hocherhitzten
Tiermehlen MBM-1 und MBM-2.
Für die genomische real-time PCR waren die Mischungen der experimentellen
Tiermehle positiv, ausgenommen die 1 - und 5%-igen Konzentrationen von bei 135
und die 1%-ige Konzentration von bei 132°C sterilisiertem Rindfleisch sowie die 10-,
5- und 1-%igen Mischungen mit bei 135°C sterilisiertem Lammfleisch. Bei den
kommerziellen Tiermehlen waren die Konzentrationen von 10, 5 und 1 % MBM-1 und
1 % bei MBM-5 und MBM-7 negativ. Für MBM-1 und-7, nicht aber für MBM-5 wies
der Tiermehlerhitzungstest auf eine erhöhte Sterilisationstemperatur hin.
Die zum Vergleich eingesetzte Myostatin-PCR verfügte über eine deutlich geringere
Sensitivität. Bei der Untersuchung der experimentellen Tiermehle waren nur die 100-
%ige Konzentration des bei 129°C sterilisierten Rindfleisches und die 100-, 50-, 10-
und 5-%igen Konzentrationen der bei 126°C erhitzten Probe positiv. Von den
kommerziellen Tiermehlen wurden mit dieser Methode nur die unverdünnten MBM-8
und MBM-9 identifiziert.
Schlußfolgernd kann festgestellt werden, daß der Nachweis von Tiermehlen mit der
PCR, wie mittlerweile auch bei anderen Autoren beschrieben, prinzipiell möglich ist.
Allerdings wird die erforderliche Sensitivität im entscheidenden Maße von der realen
Temperatureinwirkung während der Tiermehlsterilisation limitiert. Nach den
Ergebnissen dieser Arbeit sind bei der Untersuchung von Futtermitteln zumindest
diejenigen Tiermehle, die einer Erhitzung über 133°C unterzogen wurden, mit PCR-
Verfahren oder anderen DNA-analytischen Verfahren nur unzureichend sicher
nachweisbar. Demzufolge sollte die PCR gegenwärtig nicht als alleinige
Untersuchungsmethode zum Tiermehlnachweis eingesetzt werden.
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